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ABSTRACT
The report discusses the scheduling of production in a deterministic
Flexible Flow Shop. This is a serial arrangement of buffered multipurpose
machines connected by a conveyor system which allows fully mechanized parts
handling. Machines can be bypassed, and simultaneous processing of parts
with different machine routes is possible. The problem considered is
that of producing a range of part types in specified ratios, with known
and fixed transport and processing times. Optimal schedules are characterized
as periodic loading squences which minimize idle time on bottleneck machines
once they have begun operating, while satisfying constraints on buffer capacity.
The computation of optimal schedules by an implicit enumeration algorithm
is discussed. Early computational results indicate that this formulation
of the scheduling problem leads to significant savings when compared to
the minimization of makespan or mean weighted finish time customary in
the scheduling literature.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Flexible manufacturing systems [1] are networks of multipurpose,
automatic, often computer-controlled machines linked by an automated
transport system. Such systems are rapidly gaining interest in manu-
facturing industry. They offer one way of improving productivity in
those areas of manufacturing where each plant typically produces a
range of similar items in volumes too low to warrant the use of product-
specific mass-production machinery such as transfer lines.
The work described in this report deals with some aspects of the
problem of scheduling production in a simple type of flexible manu-
facturing system that might be called a Flexible Flow Shop (FFS). This
is a serial arrangement of multipurpose machines connected by a fixed
conveyor system. The conveyors are equipped with appropriate sensors
and switching devices so that the transport of parts from machine to
machine is fully mechanized. The first and last machines in the FFS
are loading and unloading stations where parts are loaded onto,-or
removed from, fixtures or pallets necessary for alignment in the machines
or on the conveyor. Each internal machine of the system is assumed to
be capable of performing a range of similar operations, or sequences of
operations. Moreover, it will be assumed that a changeover from one
operation to another can be performed automatically and at negligible
cost. However, only one part at a time can be processed at each machine.
Typical examples of such machines might be NC machine tools or computer-
controlled assembly robots. At each internal machine of the FFS, the
conveyor system has by-pass links so that it is possible for parts to
visit only some of the machines in their passage through the system.
For additional system flexibility, each of the machines has an entry
buffer of specified capacity; in the sequel, these buffers will be
assumed to operate with a first-in first-out discipline. A schematic
diagram of a typical FFS is shown in Fig. 1.
Suppose now that such a system is to be used to produce a specific
range of part types in a prescribed constant ratio, and in sufficient
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volume to keep the system occupied for a reasonably long time. Each
part type requires a prescribed sequence of operations, and we shall
assume that this can be expressed by specifying the sequence of machines
to be visited by each type, and the processing time required on each
machine. This means, in particular, that whenever an operation can be
carried out on more than one machine, an actual part type has been split
into a number of "artificial" ones, each of them associated with a
distinct feasible machine sequence, and that appropriate production
ratios for the artificial part types have been determined independently
by considering the 1jalance of work among machines (see [2] for one method
of doing this). In the sequel, only flow shops, or serial arrangements
of machines, will be discussed. It will always be understood, therefore,
that the machine sequence specified for each part type is compatible
with the actual serial arrangement of machines.
In the literature on production scheduling, it is usually assumed
that a setup cost is incurred in a changeover of a machine or production
line from one part type to another. The production scheduling problem
is then to determine the sizes and sequence of the batches in which
the part types should be made so as to strike the best balance between
setup costs and costs of holding in-process and finished inventory.
In the flexible manufacturing systems considered here, however, setup
or changeover costs are negligible so that an optimal mode of production
will minimize work in progress by producing the required part types
simultaneously rather than in a sequence of batches. The buffers in
the system have the purpose of reducing machine idle time due to un-
equal processing times, and of providing a cushion against short-term
machine breakdowns; their function is not to reduce the number of
setups required.
We are thus led to the following production scheduling problem:
Given a description of the system (number of machines,
buffer capacities, travel times between machines) and of
the desired production (number of part types, machine
sequence for each part type, processing times on the
machines, production ratios required), determine in what
sequence and at what intervals parts should be loaded
into the system (i.e., the first machine) so that
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(i) the output of finished parts is as large as possible,
subject to the constraint that part types are produced
in the prescribed ratio, and
(ii) The steady state of maximum production in the pre-
scribed ratios is reached as quickly as possible
after startup or a momentary disturbance.
In this report, a deterministic version of this problem will be
considered. All processing and travel times are assumed known and
fixed, and all machines are considered completely reliable. For
simplicity, we shall also assume that processing and travel times are
integral multiples of some fundamental time step.
With these assumptions, the problem can be formulated as a special
type of jobshop scheduling problem. There is an extensive literature
on this problem; excellent recent discussions of methods for scheduling
both flowshops (e.g., transfer lines) and general jobshops can be
found in [3], [4], [5], together with extensive references to earlier
work. Except in a very few simple cases, both flowshop and jobshop
scheduling are well known to belong to the category of hard-to-solve,
"NP-complete" combinatorial problems [3], [6], [7] which seem to be
characterized by such a dearth of structure that the only feasible
solution methods found so far are implicit enumeration type tree
searches. Particularly in the case of the jobshop problem, these
searches often require a massive computational effort for problems
of even moderate size. This seems at least in part due to the choice
of optimization criterion. In all studies known to the author,
the scheduling problem is stated as finding either the shortest total
time (makespan) or the shortest average time weighted by jobs, in
which a flowshop or jobshop can process a given fixed set of jobs.
For the systems considered in this report, this seems an un-
necessarily strict optimization criterion. We shall confine attention
to situations where the total number of parts to be produced by the
FFS in one run is so large that the system can be considered to be in
an optimal state of operation whenever it produces parts in the pre-
scribed ratio and at a steady maximum rate, both averaged over suitable
time intervals. The additional time saving possible by using schedules
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which minimize makespan or average weighted finishing time, for the total
set of parts in the run, will usually be very small.
The remainder of the report focuses on the problem of characterizing
and computing loading sequences, or schedules, for the FFS which result
in optimal steady state output, subject to constraints on the duration
of startup transients, and on available buffer storages. It will be
shown that substantial computational savings can be obtained by replacing
the minimization of makespan (or mean weighted finishing time) with the
requirement that the bottleneck machine or machines be fully occupied
once they have started working.
A precise definition of what is meant by an optimal loading
sequence is given in Chapter 2. There we will also establish the simple
but basic result that loading sequences which lead to optimal steady
state production, without constraints on buffer capacities or on the
duration of start-up transients, form a very large class and are trivially
easy to compute.
In Chapter 3, we shall introduce constraints on the length of
transients as well as buffer storage, and describe an implicit
enumeration algorithm for computing optimal loading sequences. Some
initial computational results will be reported for the particular
case of unit buffer capacity at all machines.
Finally, in Chapter 4 we shall briefly discuss how the ideas
presented earlier might be extended and, in particular, how they might
be incorporated in a closed-loop system of controlling production
in a flexible manufacturing system.
2. MAXIMAL STEADY-STATE PRODUCTION IN AN FFS
Consider an FFS with K machines linked by a conveyor system such
that the travel time Tj, from the machine j to the input buffer of
machine Z is known and fixed for all 1 < j < £ < K. Suppose that M
part types are to be produced. Let Pij denote the known fixed process-
ing time required for a part of type i on machine j; Pij = 0 means that
a part of type i bypasses machine j. Suppose further that the part
types are to be produced in the ratios ri, i= 1,2,...M: of the total
number a of parts produced since startup, ria parts are required to be
of type i. We shall assume throughout that the r. are rational fractions.
In some cases, particularly where the various part types are required
for assembly into a larger unit, a tighter constraint may be appropri-
ate: of every N consecutive parts produced by the system, ni are re-
quired to be of type i, where ni = riN, and where N is a reasonably
small number. This leads to tle notion of a "Minimal Part Set" (MPS).
Definition: A Minimal Part Set is a set of integers {nln2,...nM }
such that
M
n. = r. n. r.N, i = 1,2, ... M (1)
and
g.c.d. {nl,n2 ...n M } = 1 (2)
Clearly, the system satisfies the production ratio constraints if in
every set of N consecutive completed parts, ni are of type i, i= 1,2,...M.
Moreover, it is impossible to be certain that the constraints are satis-
fied without checking at least the last N parts produced. Thus the
minimum time required to produce the N parts is, in a sense, the shortest
possible response time of the system. Ideally, this will be equal to
the time T required by the bottleneck (or most heavily loaded) machine
or machines to process their share of work in an MPS. This time will
be called a Period; it is given by
-6'~-
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max
T = l<j<K iTj D i (3)
i=l
The scheduling problem studied here is to determine a loading sequence
{(altl) , (a 2,t2)...}, (where (aG,t,) means that a part of type %a
is loaded into machine 1 at time tx), which will cause the system to
produce parts in the prescribed ratio and at the maximum possible rate.
Clearly, the best steady state operation obtains when the system completes
a minimal part set in every period T. This suggests the use of a periodic
loading sequence of' he form
{(1 tl) ( t2)tN) ltl+T)...(Nt+T),(a,tl+2T),...}
where t <t 2< ...<t , tN-tl<T and where {a1,2 .... N } is some permutation
of the items in a minimal part set. Any such sequence will be called
maximal periodic. It will be convenient to use the same phrase for
sequences in which the strict inequalities ti<ti+l are relaxed to
ti < ti+l; such sequences can occur when subsequences merge at a con-
veyor junction inside the system (see F2 below). In that case, the ti
will not be instants at which the part enters the system but instants
at which it passes the point where the sequence is observed.
Suppose now that the FFS has the following features:
Fl: Each machine has a FIFO buffer of unlimited capacity.
F2: The conveyor system can carry an arbitrary number of
pieces on each position. This means that no part
emerging from a machine will be delayed in its journey
to the next machine by traffic on the conveyor. It
also implies that several parts may arrive at a machine
buffer simultaneously. In order to maintain deterministic
behaviour throughout the system, it is assumed that
parts sharing a conveyor position and destined for the
same machine leave the conveyor and enter the machine's
buffer according to some arbitrary but fixed rule, e.g,
LIFO.
For a system with these features, any one of a very large class
of loading sequences will result in optimal steady-state production,
as the following theorem shows.
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Theorem: In a flexible flow shop with features Fl and F2, any maximal
periodic loading sequence results, after a finite interval of time, in
an output sequence which is itself maximal periodic.
To prove the theorem, we first establish a preliminary result on
the response of a single machine.
Lemma: Suppose that parts arrive at the buffer of a machine in a periodic
sequence such that the sum of processing times of the parts arriving in
one period does not exceed the capacity of the machine. Then, after
a finite time interval, the sequence of parts leaving the machine wil
be periodic with the same period as the arrival sequence.
Proof: Let w be the sum of processing times of the parts arriving in
one period, let T denote the length of the period, and let sl be the
instant at which the first part of the periodic input sequence arrives.
Denote by x(t) the time required by the machine to finish the part being
worked on and to process the parts waiting in the buffer just prior to
the instant t; x(t) can be regarded as a backlog of unfinished work in
the machine and its buffer. Define n as the total time the machine would
be idle in the first period, i.e., in the first T time steps after sl,
if the machine and buffer were empty just prior to the arrival of the
first part at time sl:
Z-1
max (s )_
n = l<k<n+l -Sl j=-1 
where n is the number of parts arriving in a period, and
where sl, lT are the arrival instants and processing times,
respectively, of the k-th part to arrive.
For example, in Fig. 2(b), n equals the sum 6f the intervals labelled
"a" and "b".
We distinguish two possibilities:
Case 1: The backlog of unfinished work never becomes zero, i.e.,
x(t) > 0 for all t > sl. Clearly, this can happen only if the machine
-9-
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needs a whole period to processthe parts arriving in a period, i.e., if
w= T. In addition, the initial backlog x(sl) needs to be large enough
to prevent the machine from clearing its backlog sometime in the first
period: x(s ) > n. This case is illustrated in Fig. 2(a). Under these
conditions, it is obvious that for t > sl, x(t) is a periodic function
with period T, and this implies that the sequence of parts leaving the
machine is similarly periodic, beginning at the instant of departure
s1 + x(s ) + Tr of the part arriving at sl.
Case 2: The backlog4of unfinished work becomes zero, i.e., the machine
and its buffer become empty, at least once after time sl: x(t) = 0 for
at least one t > sl
.
If w = T, this will happen during the first period
if the initial backlog x(s1) is small enough, i.e., if x(sl) < p.
See Fig. 2(b). On the other hand, if w < T, so that the amount of work
arriving in each period is strictly less than the capacity of the machine,
then no matter how large the initial backlog x(sl), an instant must
arrive at which the machine has cleared its backlog, and begins an idle
period of finite length. This is shown in Fig. 2(c).
Let t be the smallest t > sl, such that x(t) = 0, and define Q by
that ZT + sl < t < (Z+l)T + sl. Then from time t onwards, the amount
of unfinished work in the machine and its buffer depend only on the
input sequence, and not on any initial backlog x(sl). This in turn
implies that x(t) begins being periodic at some instant during the Z-th
period, and certainly no later than at time sl + ZT. However,
a periodic backlog function implies a periodic output sequence. This
proves the lemma.
Proof of Theorem: The first machine in the system is a loading station
without an input buffer. Clearly, the sequence of parts leaving
machine 1 will be maximal periodic from the instant of departure of
the first part. Now consider machine 2. The sequence of parts arriving
there is a subsequence of the maximal periodic sequence leaving machine
1, delayed by the constant travel time from the loading machine. It
follows from the lemma that after some finite time, say T2, the sequence of
parts leaving machine 2 is also periodic with period T. This sequence
merges with the sequence of parts which bypass machine 2. Since both
have the same period T, we conclude that from time T2 onward, a maximal
periodic sequence enters the conveyor linking machines 2 and 3. The
theorem now follows from a simple repetition of this argument for each
subsequent machine.
The theorem assures us that if the system has unlimited buffer
capacity at each machine, and if only steady-state output is of interest,
the scheduling problem has a simple solution: any maximal periodic
loading sequence will do. After a finite time, an initially empty
system will produce a minimal part set in every period.
Of course, a poor choice of loading sequence may result in a long
transient. During this transient, the system will produce parts at less
than the maximum possible rate, and since the sequence of parts will
usually be permuted in its passage though the system, there is no assurance
that an integral number of minimal part sets will be produced during the
transient. Thus the output will in general satisfy the production ratio
constraints only if the production during the transient is ignored.
It is possible to overcome this difficulty, as well as reduce the
duration of the transient phase, by a partial preprocessing of parts which
fills the machine buffers to an appropriate level prior to starting the
maximal periodic loading sequence. This yields a heuristic scheduling
algorithm which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
First, we turn to the problem of characterizing and computing
maximal periodic loading sequences which are optimal in the sense
that they minimize undesirable start-up transients, and satisfy explicit
constraints on available buffer storage.
Definition: A maximal periodic loading sequence will be called optimal
if, when it is applied to an initially empty FFS, the following hold:
(i) specified constraints on buffer capacity are satisfied
(ii) the output sequence of completed parts is maximal
periodic from the instant at which the first part
leaves the system.
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We shall use the term "loading schedule", or simply schedule, to denote
the first N components of a maximal periodic loading sequence, i.e.,
the ordered set of pairs
t)' 1 2' t2)' (N' tN)
where, as before, t. < ti+1 i = 1,2,... N-1, where t - tl < T and where
{r1' a2' ... N} is a permutation of the MPS.
Suppose now that parts are loaded into an initially empty FFS
according to a given schedule a. Let S(l,j) denote the starting time,
on machine j, of the first part of a to arrive at machine j, and let
C(N,j) be the completion time, on machine j, of the last part of a to
be processed by machine j. Then the condition
C(N,j) - S(1,j) < T, j = 1,2,...K (4)
is clearly sufficient for the schedule a to yield an optimal loading
sequence: on every machine, and for all k = 1,2,..., processing of all
the parts in the first k minimal part sets is completed before the
first part of the (k+l)-st MPS arrives. Hence the processing sequence
on every machine, including the last, is periodic from the instant at
which the first part reaches that machine.
An example of an FFS scheduling problem is given in Fig. 3, together
with an optimal schedule which satisfies the constraint of unit buffer
capacity at each machine. On the chart, two-digit numbers are used to
identify individual parts. For example, "52" refers to the second part of
type 5. This particular part is loaded at time 16, leaves machine 1 at time
18, bypasses machine 2 to arrive at the buffer of machine 3 at time 28, waits
there for 3 time steps while part 31 is processed, leaves machine 3 at time
36, and so on. It leaves the system at time 74.
Note that condition (4) is not necessary for optimality of a schedule.
Suppose that C(N,j) - S(l,j) > T for some schedule a and some machine
Note. however, that this notation is not meant to imply that each machine
is visited by all N parts in an MPS.
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(a) Problem Data:
No of machines K = 6
No of part types M = 5
Minimal Part Set = {2,2,1,1,3}; Period T = 42
Travel times Tjk Operation times
j Machine
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 6
2 5 1 4 6 0 0 10 2
3 10 6 Part 2 4 7 5 4 0 2
4 16 12 7 type 3 2 0 10 9 0 1
5 21 17 12 6 4 2 4 7 0 4 1
5 2 0 5 7 6 1
6 25 21 16 10 5 Total 26 30 42 38 42 13
(b) Ghannt Chart of Optimal Schedule
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Optimal schedule a = {(1,0),(5,4),(3,6), (1,10), (4,14),(5,16),(2,21),
(5,25),(2,27)}. Rectangular blocks above machine bars indicate
occupied buffer shaded areas are idle times in one period.
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j. Then j < K since otherwise the output sequence could not have a minimal
period. It may happen that the processing on machine j of the last few items
in the first MPS in the interval tS(l,j) + T, C(N,j)] does not interfere with
the processing of the first items of the next MPS in the same interval. If
this is so for all machines for which C(N,j) - S(l,j) > T, then clearly the
schedule can be repeated indefinitely; the processing of the k-th MPS will not
affect the timing of the operations for th (k+l)-st MPS, and the system output
has the same dead beat transient response as if (4) were satisfied.
However, from now on, we shall identify optimal schedules with those that
satisfy (4), treating as negligible the possibility that the only optimal
schedules for a problem violate (4). We do this because (4) leads to a fairly
simple and efficient algorithm for computing optimal schedules; permitting
some overlap in the processing of successive minimal part sets would make the
algorithm very much more complex and computationally expensive.
3. COMPUTING OPTIMAL FFS SCHEDULES
In this chapter, we discuss the computation of schedules which satisfy
condition (4), by means of an implicit enumeration algorithm. This
algorithm can be regarded as a formal statement of the procedure one
would naturally adopt in a manual construction of optimal schedules
using Ghantt charts [3]. To simplify the exposition, we shall first restrict
the discussion to so-called permutation schedules [4]. In such schedules,
processing of different parts on common machines must always occur in
the order in which the parts entered the system. For example, the
schedule in Fig. 3 is not a permutation schedule: part 21 enters the
system before part 53, yet is processed on machines 3 and 4 after part
53. M
Let T. nipij denote the total time required by machine j to
process its sAare of work in a minimal part set. Then U(O,j) = T-T.
is the maximum amount of time that machine j can be idle in the interval
[S(l,j), C(N,j)] if condition (4) is to be satisfied by the schedule C.
Thus, an alternative way of stipulating (4) is to require that in an
optimal schedule, the sum of the gaps, or idle periods, between successive
work periods must not exceed U(O,j) for j = 1,2,...K. Of course,
U(O,j) = 0 on a bottleneck machine. Let ak denote a "partial schedule":
=-k {(Oll? tl), (C2, t2 ), - (k, tk ) }
where the a. form a proper subset of the items in an MPS. For con-
venience, we usually take t 1 = 0. Let U(k,j) be the total idle time
on machine j between the work periods necessary to process k; if only
one, or no, part of ak requires processing on machine j, set U(k,j) = 0.
Then U(k,j) = U(O,j) - U(k,j) is the amount of idle time available on
machine j, and not yet "used up" by k . We shall call Ok a feasible
partial schedule if
(i) at no machine, the maximum number of buffer positions
required in processing ok exceeds the buffer capacity
Bj.,
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(ii) U(k,j) > 0 for all j = 1,2,... K.
Suppose that in the search for an optimal schedule for a particular
problem, a feasible partial schedule !k has been found. We now attempt
to find a feasible k+l1 Let C(k,j) be the finishing time on machine j
of the last item of k to be processed by machine j. Let A(k,j) denote
the earliest time at which a new part from a - o can arrive at the
buffer of machine j, subject to the constraints that the buffer cannot
be full at time A(k,j) and that processing of the new part on machine j
cannot begin before' time C(k,j). (Recall that only permutation schedules
are allowed for the moment.)
The search algorithm consibsts of the following:
Step 1: Let F1 = {1,2,...M}; for k> 1, Fk is the set of
part types which may still be possible in the k-th
place of an optimal schedule having --1 in its
first k-l places.
Step 2: If F1 is empty, stop; an optimal schedule does not
exist. Otherwise, select a part type ol from Fl,
set t 1 = 0, and for all j = 1,2,...K, set U(1,j) =
U(0,j) and compute A(l,j) and C(l,j). Set k = 1.
Step 3: Compute the set Fk+l of part types for which
n.- m. > 0, where n. and m. are the numbers of
1 1 1 1
parts of type i in the MPS and in a, respectively.
Step 4: If Fk+l is empty, go to step (7). Otherwise, select
a part type Ok+l from Fk+l according to some priority
rule. Set S(k+l,j) = 0 for j = 1,2,...K.
Step 5: Compute the earliest possible times S(k+l,j) at
which a part of type Ok+l can begin being worked
on by each of the machines j in its route, subject
to the joint constraints imposed by the A(k,j).
If S(k+l,j) - C(k,j) > U(k,j) for any machine j
visited by part type ak+l' delete part type ak+l
from Fk+l, and return to step 4.
-17-
Step 6: A feasible "continuation" of k has been found:
i+1 = ( , 1'0 ) ''- ' (~k' tk)' (Ck+l' S(k+l,1))}.
If k = N-1, stop; A+1 is an optimal schedule.
Otherwise, compute and store U(k+l,j), C(k+l,j),
A(k+l,j), record Fk+ 1 for possible future reference,
replace k by k+l and return to step 3.
Step 7: A feasible continuation of i does not exist, i.e.,
no optimal permutation schedule exists which has
a as its first k entries. Delete part type ak
from Fk. If k = 1, go to step 2. Otherwise,
replace k by k-l and go to step 4.
The major computational effort in the algorithm is required by the
computation of the earliest possible starting times in step 6. This
(possibly iterative) computation can be accomplished by the following
block of Fortran code (LEV - k, i =- k+l' TRTIME(J,L) _ zjz):
S(LEV+l,1) = C(LEV,1)
1#f MC = 1
DO 20 MCN = 2,K
IF(P(i,MCN).EQ.0)GO TO 20
TEMP = S(LEV+1,MC) + P(i,MC) + TRTIME(MC,MCN)
IF(TEMP.GE.A(LEV,MCN)) GO TO 30
S(LEV+l,1) = S(LEV+l,1) + A(LEV,MCN) - TEMP
GO TO 1l
30 IF(TEMP.GT.C(LEV,MCN)) GO TO 40
S(LEV+1,MCN) = C(LEV,MCN)
GO TO 50
40 S(LEV+1,MCN) = TEMP
5.0 MC = MCN
2g CONTINUE
The algorithm just described can be regarded as a fairly simple
member of the general class of branch-and-bound, or tree search,
algorithms for the solution of combinatorial scheduling problems (see
Ch. 6 of [3] for a formal survey): a partial feasible schedule a
is a node in the search tree, and feasible continuations a+1 are its
descendants or successor nodes. Interpreted in the branch-and-bound
framework, the algorithm has two distinctive features:
(i) Minimization of a single-valued objective function
(e.g., makespan) is replaced by searching for
schedules satisfying a set of constraints: the sums
of idle times between busy periods on each machine
must not exceed the known limits U(0,j).
(ii) During the search, the idle time on machine j of the
partial schedule {a , (a _, S(k+l,l))} is used as
a lower bound on the idle +ime on machine j of any
permutation schedule of the form
{-k' (ck+l' S(k+l,l)),... (NtN)}.
The first of these.4features by-passes the difficulty in many branch-
and-bound schemes of obtaining a tight upper bound early in the search.
In our case, perfectly tight upper bounds are known from the outset.
The second feature yields lower bounds which are easy to compute, at
least in comparison to the effort required to obtain good lower
bounds in the branch-and-bound solution of the classic permutation
flowshop problem [4].
It was hoped that these features would combine to yield a
computationally efficient algorithm. This turned out to be the case,
at least in regard to speed of computation. A program was written
in Fortran IV for the special case of unit buffer capacities at all
machines, and tested on an IBM 370/168 with a number of sizeable problems
derived from those described in [1]. The search tree generated was
usually quite large; for problems with K = 6, M = 5 and N = 25, several
thousand nodes were usually required to find an optimal permutation
schedule, or to establish that none existed. However, the computation
time per node was only 0.7 msec on average.
It also became apparent that the restriction to permutation
schedules is too drastic in an FFS scheduling problem involving dif-
ferent processing times and part types which do not require processing
on every machine. In such cases, permutation schedules often fail
to take advantage of the key feature which can make the FFS more
efficient than a transfer line: the ability of parts to reach a
downstream machine and begin being processed there while an upstream
machine is still busy on a part which entered the system earlier. The
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example in Fig. 3 is a case in point: no optimal permutation schedule
exists (the program concluded this after generating 32 nodes in the
search tree).
It seems that the simplest way of removing the restriction to
permutation schedules is to enable the algorithm to look for feasible
continuations of a partial schedule not just by adding a single part,
but by adding a group of several parts having "interlocked processing
profiles" on a Ghantt chart, i.e., which overtake each other in their
passage through the system. For example, in the schedule of Fig. 3,
parts 41 and 52 form a pair of interlocked parts, or a "composite part".
Together they yield a feasible continuation of the partial schedule
a= {(l,0),(5,4),(3,6),(1,10)}.
Individually they do not: neither {' , (4,t5)} nor { , (5,t5 )}:-4' 5 -4' 5
are feasible for the smallest possible values of t5. The former con-
tinuation would force machine 3 to be idle between time steps 31 and
35, while with the latter, machine 5 would be idle between times 58
and 60.
Naturally, an algorithm which can cope with such "composite parts"
is considerably more complex. It seems that the simplest program
structure is obtained when composite parts are treated as different
part types. The set of possible composites can be pre-computed. However,
the timing of the operations required to process the composite, and thus
the amount of idle time between these operations, depend on the partial
schedule to which the composite is joined and cannot be computed before-
hand. For large composites, this computation is quite complex and
time-consuming.
The Fortran program in the Appendix is a first attempt at developing
a code which can handle composite parts. Only the special case of
unit buffer capacity is considered, and composites can consist of
only two parts. In other words, the schedules generated are restricted
to those in which no more than two successive parts can overtake each
other (once, or more frequently), and any such "crossed pair" cannot
itself be interlocked with its neighbors.
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The program was tested on one small and four substantial problems;
see the Appendix for problem data and printouts. The results are
summarized below:
Nodes
Problem No. K M N T U(0,j) Result Generated
in Search
1 (Fig. 3) 6 5 9 42 (16,12,0,4,0,29) Opt. Soln. 20
2 6 5 . 25 119 (49,46,0,2,1,84) Opt. Soln. 370
3 6 5 25 117 (57,44,48,0,5,82) Opt. Soln. 26961
4 6 5 21 143 (75,5,38,0,25,109) Opt. Soln. 8812
5 6 5 21 143 (75,5,38,0,1,109) No Opt.Soln. 1667
exists
On an IBM 370/168, the average computing time per node was 1.6 msec
(up from 0.7 for the algorithm for permutation schedules), so that a
computation time of the order of several seconds can be expected on a
powerful computer for problems of reasonable size (K < 6, N < 20).
It is of interest to compare this with the computational results
reported in [4] for the minimum-makespan permutation flow shop problem
with no buffer constraints. There it is stated that "fewer than half
of the 20/5 problems [20 jobs, 5 machines] could be solved within one
minute" of CPU time on a CDC Cyber 73-28 computer.
Thus, while the set of problems solved so far is too small to
allow an accurate assessment of the performance of the algorithm, the
results are sufficiently encouraging to warrant further development.
It seems that the difficulty of solving a problem, apart from sheer
size, depends on
(i) the range of processing times among different parts
in an MPS,
(ii) the balance of work among machines in an MPS,
(iii) the buffer capacity.
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The first of these determines the amount of overtaking possible,
and hence the size of composite parts which may be necessary in con-
structing optimal schedules. The results obtained so far indicate that
unless the processing times of different parts on different machines
differ by whole orders of magnitude, it may not be necessary to consider
composites of more than three parts. Allowing pairwise overtaking already
gave a dramatic improvement in the success rate of the algorithm, even
in cases where the ratio of maximum to minimum processing times on
internal machines was as high as 5 (see problem 5 in the appendix). In
networks of NC machine&tools, at least, this value can be regarded as
a reasonable upper limit on the range of processing times.
The second factor, work balance among machines, affects the tightness
of the constraints. If there is a high degree of unbalance, i.e., a
large percentage of idle time in an optimal schedule on all machines
except one bottleneck one, then in general there will exist a large number
of optimal schedules, and only a very "narrow" portion of the search
tree needs to be explored to find one. At the other extreme, when many
machines are nearly fully occupied in an optimal schedule, the search will
also be very brief: because of the tightness of the idle time constraints,
even small feasible partial schedules will in general have very few feasi-
ble descendants (see problems 1,2,5). The most difficult problems seem
to be those where the number of optimal schedules is not very large, but
where the idle time constraints are not very tight either, at least
early in the search (see problem 3). In that case, pruning of the search
tree does not begin until a substantial depth is reached, so that many
branches must be explored to a considerable depth. For this case, it
may be desirable to augment the simple feasiblity tests by calculating
a more elaborate but tighter lower bound on the idle time of any com-
pletion of a partial schedule.
The third factor, buffer capacity, is, of course, an external
constraint. However, unpublished simulation studies at MIT and the
C.S. Draper Laboratories [8] seem to indicate that the number of optimal
schedules (and hence the speed with which a search procedure can find
one) increases dramatically as the buffer capacity at internal machines
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is increased. It is of interest to explore this conjecture further.
An algorithm which removes the major limitations of the program in
the Appendix is currently being developed.
The objectives in the revision are to
(i) allow buffer capacities of arbitrary size,
(ii) extend the size of composite parts to three,
(iii) avoid multiple occupancy of conveyor positions.
The present program merely avoid simultaneous
arrivals of parts at a machine buffer.
(iv) minimize ptogram complexity and overhead during
the search. The present program is not very ele-
gant or efficient; a considerable amount of un-
necessary overhead is incurred in the storage of
partial schedules, and in their modification
during backtracking steps.
(v) incorporate a number of options if an optimal schedule does
not exist or cannot be found in a specified amount of com-
puting time. There are several possible alternatives:
(a) to compute a good completion of the longest feasible
partial schedule found, (b) to repeat the search with a
larger value of the period T, i.e., with an identical in-
crease in the allowable idle times U(O,j) of all machines,
and (c) to repeat the search with greater buffer capacity.
Results of this revision will be presented in a sequel to this report.
4. EXTENSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, we shall briefly discuss a number of desirable ex-
tensions of the ideas presented earlier, and then present some conclusions.
4.1 Closed-Loop Control of a Flexible Flow Shop
The computation of optimal schedules described so far in this report
is based on the assumption of a perfectly deterministic system model:
transport and processing times are known and fixed, machines never fail
and always produce perfect work, and parts and pallets are never in short
supply at the loading station. However, even in systems where transport
and processing times are accurately known, such as in networks using
assembly robots, NC machine tools or automatic inspection equipment,
breakdowns will occur, or the work done may deteriorate so that parts
will be rejected. Thus, schedules computed on the assumption of a per-
fect system will be useful only to the extent that they can be in-
corporatedin a closed-loop or feedback control arrangement which can
detect deviations from optimal behavior and make appropriate corrections.
We shall briefly outline some of the problems which will need to
be solved in deriving such closed-loop control systems.
Consider first the problem of handling machine failures in an other-
wise deterministic system. In the case of transfer lines, the standard
method of reducing the effect of breakdowns is to provide buffer space
between machines [9], [10]. With such intermediate storage, the neighbors
of a broken-down machine can continue operating until the buffer up-
stream of the stoppage fills up, or the downstream buffer is depleted.
Thus the effects of short-term stoppages can be effectively localized.
It seems reasonable to expect that the provision of adequate buffer
capacity will be just as important in an FFS as in a transfer line, at
least in the case of failures of short to medium duration. Naturally,
a schedule which is optimal for the case of full machine availability
cannot in general be maintained during a breakdown. What is needed then
is an algorithm which makes the appropriate changes in the loading sequence,
on the basis of the current buffer levels and machine states, so as to
drive the system back to optimal operation after a breakdown. It is
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tempting to speculate that if the diversity of part types and machine
routes is properly exploited in such an algorithm, then a good insulation
of the system against short-term individual machine breakdowns can be
obtained with less buffer capacity than would be required in a transfer
line.
The problem of breakdowns of long duration is more straightforward.
If the disabled machine is essential for all part types being produced,
then, of course, there is no alternative to shutting the system down
once buffer stocks and storage places are exhausted. However, it may
be possible to bypass the disabled machine and to have its function
taken over by other machines. This will alter the routing for some or
all of the part types. A new allocation of items to machine routes can
then be computed (e.g., by the methods in [21), and a new optimal schedule
generated for use during the breakdown period. The "dead-beat" response
to optimal schedules will ensure a rapid settling down to the new steady
state.
It may not be possible to maintain the original production ratios
with a breakdown in the system. In that case, it may be advantageous to
produce whatever mix of parts can be made efficiently with the reduced
system during the breakdown, followed by a "catch-up" phase in which the
backlog of missing parts is cleared. The problem then is to determine
what production ratios should be used in each of the two phases so that
the total production loss due to the breakdown is minimized. How to
formulate this problem in the simplest way (possibly as a small integer
programming problem) and solve it efficently, requires further investi-
gation.
Apart from machine breakdowns, an online feedback control system
must also be able to handle occasional rejection of unfinished parts.
This may occur as a result of outright machine failure, or by a gradual
deterioration of work. As a result, the total part production plus
the set of parts currently in the system may not add up to an integral
number of minimal part sets. The scheduling algorithm must then
determine how this backlog can be cleared with a minimum of idle time
on bottleneck machines.
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4.2 Fast Heuristics for Near-Optimal FFS Schedules
The implicit enumeration algorithm discussed in Chapter 3 for
computing optimal schedules (and hence loading sequences) may require
more computing time or computer capacity then is available for an on-
line control system. It is therefore of interest to investigate al-
ternative algorithms in which the tight constraints on dead-beat
response, on buffer capacity, or an maximal steady-state production
are relaxed.
One possible approach is to exploit the result of the theorem
in Chapter 2, by in'itially ignoring constraints on buffer capacity.
This yields the following procedure:
Step 1: Assume a reasonable schedule {(Ol,tl),...(CN,tN) }.
One plausible scheme is to schedule parts of each
type at roughly uniform intervals.
Step 2: Assuming unlimited buffer capacity, compute the
steady-state response of the initially empty
system to the maximal periodic loading sequence
derived from the schedule. By steady-state
response we mean the detailed processing sequence
of a minimal part set at each machine once the
system has settled down to steady state, i.e.,
once the output sequence has started being periodic
with period T. According to our theorem, this must
occur after a finite number of periods. This step
essentially requires a simulation of the system.
Step 3: Scan the steady-state response obtained in Step 2
for the maximum buffer occupancy at each machine.
If this does not exceed available buffer capacity,
stop; a feasible schedule has been found with
which a maximal period loading sequence can be
formed. If the available buffer capacity is
exceeded, attempt to modify the current schedule
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so as to reduce peak buffer occupancy and return to
step 2. If no further changes are possible or apparent,
go to step 4.
Step 4: Expand the current schedule by the minimum amount of time
necessary so that the peak buffer occupancies are reduced
to match available capacity. If this time is 6, say,
then the resulting schedule can be used to form a periodic
loading sequence of period T+6. This sequence will be
feasible in that buffer constraints are satisfied, but
since a minimal part set is produced only once every
T+6 steps, the production rate may be less than the
maximum possible.
An important feature of the optimal schedules generated by the
implicit enumeration algorithm in Chapter 3 is that the first part to
arrive at each machine does not wait in the buffer. This guarantees
that when the corresponding loading sequence is applied to an empty
system, the output sequence is immediately periodic. This is no longer
true in general for the loading sequences obtained in steps 3 or 4 of
the heuristic described above. A finite number of minimal part sets
must pass through the system before the output becomes periodic. It
may be possible to shorten this transient phase with the following
trick.
Let Z be the number of minimal part sets processed in the transient
phase starting at t 1 = 0. This is obtained as a byproduct of the
computation in step 2. That computation also establishes for each machine
(i) the instant of arrival at the buffer of machine j of the
first part of the (k+l)-st minimal part set to be
processed by machinej, say aj,
(ii) the state of the buffer, i.e., the number of parts,
and their type and order, waiting at time a..
Now suppose that it is possible to arrange a pre-processing phase in
the system prior to applying the periodic loading sequence at time
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tl = 0, so that the buffer of machine j has the state at time aj - a1 which
it would reach at time a. if the sequence were applied to an empty system.
In that case, the system will settle down to a periodic steady state
immediately after the pre-processing stage, and the output satisfies the
production ratio constraints from the instant at which the first minimal
part set is completed.
The heuristic described above is currently being developed in detail.
The important features needed will be a fast procedure for computing the
steady-state response to a periodic loading sequence (step 2), and (in
step 3) effective rules for changing a schedule so as to reduce peak
buffer requirements. The latter may well turn out to be less difficult
than might be expected, at least for systems in which a reasonable amount
of buffer capacity is available.
4.3 Conclusions
The system described in this report is the first step of an attempt
to find out whether on-line production control in a flexible manufacturing
system using deterministic scheduling theory is likely to be useful and
computationally feasible. The current literature on flowshop and jobshop
scheduling is certainly not encouraging: even in problems of moderate
size, the minimization of total processing time for a fixed set of jobs
is shown to require substantial computational resources.
The present study has examined a reformulation of the traditional
scheduling goals, arguing that for the case of reasonably long production
runs, schedules which quickly yield a maximum steady-state production rate
are just as acceptable as those which minimize the total duration of a
production run. At least for the flexible flow-shops considered, it appears
that the reformulation described in Chapter 2 substantially reduces the
computational burden.
The computation of such schedules by an implicit enumeration scheme
was discussed in Chapter 3. The results obtained with a first version of
this algorithm are encouraging. They indicate that in certain types of
flexible flow shops, on-line control of production based on optimal solutions
to deterministic scheduling problems may well be perfectly feasible, and
may yield significant economic benefits. Typical examples of such systems are
networks of N/C machine tools, which have fairly long but quite accurately known
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processing times and are in many cases already equipped with on-line
computer facilities. Of course, the development of effective closed-
loop control algorithms, using deterministic scheduling, requires
much further research; some of the problems to be resolved were outlined
earlier in this Chapter.
More research is also needed on how to extend the ideas presented
here to systems other than flexible flow shops. Even in the case of
an FFS, the formulation of the scheduling problem used here may not
be the most natural or simple. An example might be a system having
several identical machines. The requirement of the present model,
that parts following different machine routes must be of different type,
can then lead to an unduly large number of part types (many of them
artifically different) and a large minimal part set. For such systems,
a scheduling model is required which allows for alterative machine
routes in a more direct fashion.
In an FFS, the part routes must be compatible with the actual
sequence of machines. In a general flexible manufacturing system,
arbitrary part routes are possible; a simple example is a set of machines
connected by a loop conveyor. In such systems, the computation of
optimal schedules (as defined here) is likely to be much more difficult.
It is hard to see how the fairly simple algorithm of Chapter 3 can be
extended to allow arbitrary routing of parts. A more promising approach
might be to develop a heuristic scheduling procedure along the lines
of the algorithm in Section 4.2. As a first step in this direction
it will be necessary to generalize the theorem in Chapter 2 to systems
which permit arbitrary part routes.
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APPENDIX
A FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR COMPUTING
OPTIMAL FFS SCHEDULES
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Al: List of Parameters and Variables
(CPS - current partial schedule)
Input data:
K K no of machines
M M no of part types
TRTIME (I,J) T..ij travel time from machine i to entry
buffer of machine j.
JOBNO (I) n. no of parts of type i in a minimal
part set
JOBTIM(I,J) Pij processing time of a part of type i
on machine j.
MAXNOD maximum no of partial schedules
examined for possible continuation
before search is terminated.
Parameters defined from input data:
N N no of parts in an MPS
MACH(I) no of machines visited by part of type
i
JOBRTE(I,L) index of machine visited by a part of
type i for its L-th operation.
PERIOD T time required to process MPS on bottle-
neck machine without idle time.
MAXPRT(J) no of parts in the MPS which must be
processed on machine J.
CRSPR(I) no of part types from which a crossed
pair can be formed with a part of
type i
OTAKE(J,I) index of i-th part type which can form
a crossed pair with, or overtake, a part
of type J
REACH(I,J) minimum time in which some part in the
MPS can reach machine J after its
arrival at machine i
Variables
REMJOB(I) no of parts of type i not included in
the CPS (initially, REMJOB(I) = JOBNO(I))
SLACK(J) U(k,j) amount of permissible idle time on
machine J not yet used up by the CPS.
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Program Symbol used
Label in text Description
LEVEL k no of parts in the CPS (=depth of search
tree). If LEVEL = N, search terminates;
an optimal schedule has been found.
PPERM(L) index of part type of Z-th part in the
CPS (Z = 1,2,...LEVEL)
XPERM(L) =1 if Z-th part in the CPS either over-
takes its successor or is overtaken
by its predecessor
=0 otherwise
NCOUNT no of nodes (partial schedules) in search
tree examined so far
BIGLEV no of parts in largest feasible partial
schedule found so far
MCPART(J) no of parts processed by machine J in
the CPS
MSCHED(I,J) index of part type of the i-th part
processed by machine J in the CPS.
START(I,J) time at which machine J begins processing
its i-th part in the current partial
schedule
FINISH(I,J) time at which machine J completes its
i-th part in the CPS.
BUFF(I,J) = if the i-th part visiting machine J
in the CPS has to wait in the entry
buffer of machine J
= 0 otherwise
NODE(L,I) = -1 if it has been discovered that the
partial schedule {PPERM(1),...PPERM(L),I}
is not feasible (1<I<M) because either
all parts of type I in the MPS are
already included in the first L parts or
because the earliest possible addition
of I uses up more idle time on some
machine than is left in a schedule
starting with {PPERM(1),...PPERM(L)},
or because all feasible continuations of
TIPERM(l),...PPERM(L),I} have been found
to have no feasible continuations them-
selves. Thus NODE stores the search tree.
If NODE (1,I) = -1 for all I= 1,2,...M,
the search is complete; an optimal
schedule does not exist.
= 0 otherwise
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Program Symbol used
Label in text Description
TLAST(J) C (k,j) time at which machine J completes
the last operation in the CPS.
WLAST(J) length of last operation on machine
J in the CPS.
STRT1 (J) tentative starting time on machine
J of a possible continuation J1
of the CPS
FIN1 (J) tentative finishing time on machine
J of a possible continuation J1 of
the CPS
STRT2 (J) tentative starting time on machine
J of part J2 in a possible continu-
ation of the CPS by a crossed pair
J1, J2
FIN2 (J) tentative finishing time on machine
J of part J2 in a possible continu-
ation of the CPS by a crossed pair
Jl, J2
J1 part type of possible continuation
of the CPS
J2 part type of possible continuation
of the CPS by a crossed pair
J1, J2
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A2: Listing of Fortran Program
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,1 R ELrAS 2.0 M.AIN DATE = 79017 15/916/17
C * r',JE7XTDL, VLT,C'WS!OP - VERSION 2 **
W WP.I"T1 'EY: !'. L. II TZ JIUT Y 1097S
C
C PPRFG'A !:SI.S AN IPI.PLICIT EN'IMV2'ATIO'I TO SEARCIH FOR A SATUIRATED SCHEDULE
C OR ny-..T)Y- TAT. P POErCICTIr N TN A FLOWSN{OP Ou' AT OCST K= 9 :ACHINES WITH
C (1) F IXIXED 'RAVLT, TIM 'S BETWEEN AC[TINEITS(I',NCL ONE. TIF!F STEP ITl !ENTRY
C B:F-': - r` 'EAltCH .1'ACH!INF ETCEnT THE FTrST)
C (2) SINGLE-!'tSITION '-.NTRY BUFF'"RS
C (3) BY-PASS CONVEY2 RS AT ALL MACHINES EXCEPT THE FIRST A'ND LAST
C (WHICH Al.F LOADING AND UINLOAPDIN5 STATIONS VISITED BY ALL PARTS)
C
C THEIE A IJ UP TD M=9 ITE:I TY?ES TO BF PROCESSED, EACH WITH JOBNO(I) PARTS
C IN A 'IMINTMAIART SET' (MPS) : A SMALLEST SET OF INTEGEE PART N(IMBERS
C WHICH SATISFIES TIlE SPECIFIED POD.TICTION PATIOS.
C THE TOTA L NO OF ITEMIS IN AN M1PS MtUST NOT EXCEED 99
C
C A SATUR'PDE) SCHED1ULE IS ONE WHICHI PROCESSES THiE MPS WITHIOUT IDLE TIME
C ON T j? 3OTTL. NCK M CHIN ()(S) AND WTTHIN A TIME ON ALL OTHER MACilINES
C LESS THIAN O:, E(UIAL TO TIIAT cEQUIRED ON THE BOTTLENECK MACHINE. .OREOVER,
C THr FIDST ITEM IN A SATUPATED SCHEDULE DOES NOT WAIT IN ANY INPJT
C BUF" r I ONrGE THiAN THE M.ANDATOFY ONE TIME STEP.
C IF F`P-A"E) COVER AND OVER, A SATUrRATED SCHIEDUIL THUS GIVES MAXIMUM
C STq-. UDY-:;3TA7T O T2PUT, AS WELL AS A DEADBEAT ITANSIENT FRESPONSE:
C ?T Or"-PrlTT TS P.RIODIC FPOtM THE INSTANT AT lWslCHI THE FII ST PART LEAVES
C TH* : TnOLC;;I .G IITATIONS , APPTY TO TEI, SCHEDU.LES GEN;ER TED:
C (1) -AC'! IT2 'a CA v (VPiT TAY (A D PERFHAPS 2B AJAIN OVErETA.EN1 BY) AT
C MOST ('." OTI'ET PIEE. OVEiRTAKINI CAN OCCTIR ONLY t!.HEN BY-PASSING
C A NI ,C.HINFT; AT I. B IVFFfS ARE SINGIE-P OSITION AND FIFO.
C !2) riE P ?PFO;CTAM DOES NOT CIIEZK FOR POSSIBLE CLASlHES ON THE C3NVEYOR
C l1'HIi A PART trAV.S A .ACHINF. HOWEVER, IT WILL AVOID SIMJLTANEOJS
C APF IVALS AT A MACHIN7.
C TF A SAT'1 IFAEDI SCHIE.'ILF, FESTRICTED AS DESCTIBED, DOES NOT EXIST OP IS NOT
C FOl ':C AFTER GE :R "TING MAXND NODES IN TIIE SEARCHi ThRE, TlE LARSEST
C SAT!FA r*r! ?PAFTIAT. SCIHEDUT. FWOJUND TS P rINT ED.
C
C
IMPLSCTT INTEGFT (A-')
E AL I.: TF,XR
LOGIC.AL r FSC, CROSS, T7ST
COM w( N//F, r BI T EV ,t; .,7103 (9) ,C1 PA PT(9), MAXPDT (9) ,SLACK (9) 
1 MAH() , SP! 9) ,:SP9) ,TAKE(9,9) ,PREACI(9,9) ,JOBTIM (9,9) ,RTIME(9,9),
2JTOPTTJ!:, (9q,) ,FIr 1 4 () ,I N2 (n) ,ST iT1 (9) ,ST T2 (1 ) START(99,( 9) ,FLNISI (
399 ,9 ) ,B FF(99, 9) , PPEPM (99) ,XPERn (99) ,NO 10 E (99,9) ,T LAST (9) ,W LkAST (9) ,
i ,MSCtD(9D ) S 7 1FF( 4F,,Q) SS T.P (Cq9),SWFIN (99,) ,SCif)HED(99,9),
q S 7 PT (9),SPP2 (99)
D TM!NiSIOK i N(. ) ,NP AF[T (9) ,NSCIFED (530, ) ,NBUrFF(50 0, ) ,JO'3NO(9)
N F'A D=5
7NWr "- =6
C DATA INTPUT: F,, N AXAYOD; TRTIME; JORNO; JOBTIM. DATA CAFRDS SHOULD BE FOLLOWED
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:;1 R T;lAS:' 2.' .MAIN DATE = 79117 15/106/17
C BY JLANK CARP FOP ;I ACEFJL STCP.
1 ?FrAD (; P :AD,r  )), Y, I X:nOD
IF (K. EQ. 0) C T,L TXI 'f
1=K -1
DO 1 ) TF,=1,K1
LT=T,'+ 1
1 D (4 (I rP.A 0, 'I00) (Tp TIP F (12 ,J) ,J=LT ,K)
PEAlD (TITPEAD , n ') (JO."0() (I) ,I=1 M,)
DO 2, n =r- ,M
2 SFA3D (\T'R'.AD,)00) (J()3TIM (LR,J) ,J=1,K)
90 0 OpRAT(1CIS)
C 
C DEFT INE PFOBLF iM PARAMFTERS: N,REMJOB,J10BRTE,MACI{,PERIOD,SLACK,MAi:PRT,CRSPR,
C OTAKE, R. ACH
C
" =0
DO 3" I=1,N
R EIb.TOF (I) =JOfBNO (I)
N=!' +.JORNO (I)
L ="
DO 12 J=l ,
IF (Jr)TIM(T,J) .EQ. ) GO TO 32
I.+ 1
,J TPFsT' (.TI,L)=1
32 C ON'rT tj lTr
30I M A Cl (I)=T.
C
00 31 t1C=1,'
F;LICK (MC) =
rl1(?pFI (IC)=O
10 36 ?''r'=1,=l,
T (J qTrM (PFT, ZC) .EiQ.0) GO TO 36
SrT AC? (-C) =SLACK (?1l) +,TOB NO(PRT) *JOBTI (PRT, MC)
1AX P?" (YIC) =M AXPT(alC) +JO n'O (PFT)
.36 CCON TINUE
T F(S LACK (MC) .GT. PERIOCD) PEFIOD=SLACK (MC)
3 4 C ONTINUE
DO 37 M¶=1,K
37 SIACK (MC) =PFrtOD-SLACK (.C)
C
DO 60 I=1,i.
crsi. (I) :3
0no 6 .J=1,M
60 O)T AKL(J,T) =0
C
rO 62 JI=IM
N T= MA CI (J 1) 1
S TR 1 ( 1) =9
PTN1 (1) =,TOBIM (J 1, 1)
DO 6_3 I=1,NT
MC=JO3 RTF (J1, I)
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'JRL:2AS- 2. MAIT: DATE = 79.17 1
'CN =J)i, ?Tr (,71, T+ 1 )
F,-r- 1 (MCN) =FT: 1 ((7) +TPTT MFV(MC, MC.N)
=TN1 (:;C;) =-S, 7 T 1 ("CN) +,JO BTIM (,J1, '1CN)
63 _CoNInUE T-
nO 64 .2= 1,
T"(J2. P9. J1) GO TO 64
'TT=MACHl (,T2) -1
T'FT2 ( 1) = FT N 1 ( 1)
T N: 2 (1 ) -JCET IM (J2 ,1) +STPT2 (1 )
Do 66 I=1,NT
Mc=JOurTF (J2 ,I)
NCN=TOBPTF E(J2, I +1)
ST T2 (MCt) = "IN 2 (t C) + TRTIME (MC, MCN)
FIN2 ((CN) =STPT? (MC;N) +JOBTIMN (J2,H CN)
I (JOBTIM(T1,MCN) .EQ.0) GO TO 66
IF (STPT2 (.IC 1) .GE.STRT1 (MCIN) )O0 TO 68
L=- L+ 1
rT. AK (J1 , I.) =J2
GO TO 64
6 IIF (S"PT2 (MCN).GE.FTN1 (MCN)) GO T0 66
STPT2 (MCN) =FI NI (MC:N)
FT' 2 (tM!CN.) =STP' 2 (? CN) + JO 3BTIM (J2, MCN)
66 CON'INU!
64 CO.NTItrUF
CwSPP (J 1)=J.
62 CIorTI'0!VJ
C
DO 7' T=1,v1
I1=r+ 1
Dn 70 J=I1,K
7.1 E5R7CH (I,J) = 1 C0O
C
r, TC I=1,K1
DO P2 TYP=11,M
I 1-I+ 1
TIME=JOB'T (TY PE, I)
I"(TII.?TQ.0) .0 TO 82
iCI=I
DO 81 Jd=I1,K
T ?=JO Tr,M (TYPE,J)
r F(T(T:P.ZQ.)G )O TO 34
TT r:F= TTM +TE TTI E (MCL,J)
IF (T1TM-. .,T. REAC t(I, ,) ) REACH (I,J) =TIMF
TI:. 1 = T MIT +TMP
MC: r = I,
4 CONTI'JFE
P2 "CCN TTT UE:
Wn CONT ITN?
C OUJTPUlT P[InnMIZ , DATA
)0 7 2 I=1, K
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RET A~S 2.P l'AIn DA'1E = 79317 15/C5/17
72 PA-n (I) =
WPr r T: (NFI TF, 9-32) K
92 "' YA"m (i1t!' 1, |' P.r.T.I. D.AT A: '/ li,SI I 'iC ',O . AC T.f;S : ' , I2 )
Y 1= K-1
'.¢R T f(':I, 9. 'NF ) (PVAN T(I) ,I= l,K1)
4i)4 FrO!- ?T (1 , X, 'F IT AV:L 7IY 1ES BETWEEN MnACHiI NES: ,1 SX, 'FR ( './1.i ,
1 l' X, ' -'', 1X , ,I 'T1)
W.P.TTT' E (';I , I 95)
9 05 ?Or'~,lT (1H )
)D 7 = 2, K
I1=I-1
74 W PITT?: (NW FI T, 96) I, (TRTIT T (L, I) ,L= 1,I 1)
n(6 OP.MAT(1H ,40X,I2,1X,PI4)
WRI.T (NWFI .~968) Z, (RAND(I) ,I=1,K)
90P FOPFMAT(1F ,5X,'N0 OF ITEM TYPES:',I2/1i10,22X,'IrEM TYPE',4X,
1'NO FPQD',3,'DPReCC. TIMES ON MC'/1H ,43X,8I4/)
WIITT ('TWr;IT, 905)
n0 76 T=1,;
76 'PrTI-('IW FrT,9 10) I,JO NO (I), (JOB TIY (IJ) ,J=1,K)
91 n V)O M AT ( 1 H , 2 7, I 1, 3X, I2, 4X, 8 I4)
i P.T m. ( N .I T, 15) PF FT OD, ( SL ACK (J1) ,J= 1, K)
915 OF'l .Tr(1fHO,C16X,'PERIOD =' ,I4,6X,'SLACK(J) ,1iX,8S14)
W RTT? ( I. 1'I T, 911)
011 OPATr(13F0,'IrET TYPF CRSPP OTAKE')
DO 0. PAPT=1,
T 1= C ?Pr (PP T)
3Wh 6 T Ir (:l7 F TI , 912) PRT,I 1, (OTAKF(PRT,L) ,L=I,I1)
q12 F7Tr`4.T(1l. ,T6, I,-4X,9I2)
'T, TT T' ('.WrT I ' , 9 1 7)
n17 1R..'(1F i ,'P BiACI!(MC,'MCN) :')
nO 8a MC=1, K1
·MC 1-t= i+ 1
A A.i T7r ( :WrI T , '316) (P EAC}{ (M C,'CN) ,MC;N=MC1,K)
'16 FOUAT (lHi ,014)
C
C Ti'r"rTAT,? S rAFC!!
nn 4' PC=1,N
PPER- (PC) =n
YPF P1(PC) =0
Dn 42 MC= 1,K
MSCHE% (.PC, MC) =
STArT (PC,vC)=O
"T 'T r 3S{ ( PC ,C) ='
nTIFF (2C,MC) =O
42 COl INP F
o 04 lnT= 1, M
NIODE ( C, P'rT) =0
4U CONTI !r4'
DO 44 IC=1,K
TI.A S'T (1:) =9
W. A ST ( C) =)
ST!-, 1 (MC) =O
~------------"----"""~~~$ .. ~
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; .'I.ASE 2. . DATE = 71o017 15/06/17
S. ')"2 (Mi) =C
441 X C PY 1- (T ( ) = F':; 2 ('C" ) =0
,44 YCP;.T(;Ic) =)C
iC C71 NT = 1
iT GL EV= '
T,1 =1
C
1% CALL TT NYT(J 1,2,DE SC, CRSS, T,EVEL)
C
IF (T)ESC)GO TO 200
NO DE (L EV 1L,'-1) =-1
C
C FOR FIPST CHOICE OF NEXT TTFM TYPE, SELECT ONE MOST IN ARREARS RELATIVE TO
C IJNI ORM SCIEDCIJLING
C
1072 RAT'=2.
TES=. FAI.LSE.
DO 1r,4 PPT=1,M
TT (,' ODF(T. EVL,PRT) .7Q.(-1)) GO TO 104
I r( EM71-Jo (PPR) ) 1')6, 196, 108
10f6 '1 C: ( I EV"L, PF m ) =- 1
C '() 14
1 ')P TST= .TP TII.
- = 1. - FLOAT (Fr FJO (PPT) ) /FLO At (JO PNO (PPT))
r .('.: ,TOr .-. ,T,- ) o TO 1' 14
1'1=?3'
,T'E=X R
1h4 CONTIN:Ifr
C
IF(.NO0.-.TST)O,0 TO 117
D3 114 T=1,'.
T ' (F T1J(3((I) ) 115, 1 15, 116
115 ';onr)(tEV l+l1 ,I)= (-1)
(1 5 PO 11 4
11& NC: D) (I. EVEL 1 ,I) =9)
1 14 CONT I'NT"
C
C NO C0N1T iiIA"ION n0' TIIF CUPRE'PT PARTIAL SCIIEDrLE IS POSSIBLE. IF LEVEL=1,
C SYFTCII IS CnOPLYTV; NO 'SATUPATED SCHEDrILE EXISTS. IF IEVEL>1, ]ACKTEACK IN
C SEARCH TP F
C
117 TE(T -VFI .FQ.1) SO TO 1000
,J-' pPFY I ( T.r VFL)
tNOYD (LEV TL, ,IT) --1
T '(XprFT (J(EVFI ) .FQ.) GOC TO 112
C
C THE LAST T;WO CHAINS IN THE PAPTIAL SCHEDULE FOIRM A ClOSSED PAIl. BOTH ARE
-39-
; I SF'IAE;T . A.T: DATE = 79"17 15/r5/17
C TY(,OVVD F!;O'l. 'T" SCPZD I7, ;U'T TI F: PTP?ST IS CH EOSTEN AS CCANDIDAT}{ FOP A NEW
C Cn'rOI' Tl\"IDt SI'JIC 1'- III,'[ " EITT!F B? D: ' AS1DLL. BY ITSELT OR CAN Bii CrLOSSED
C A.I'1rr rTH  'I C('! I:; ::CT ?(T L MITNA'!'?l
C
C tO. C=. TrU T.
CALL BACKTr (C.OSS,LI.VE-'L)
LEVL=T ILV TL - 1
J 1 =P rI ? 'v (T,.F ,r f T )
Go rO 110
C
C SI.PTL'E BACKTFACK SrTT P: ONil.Y ONE CH!AIN IS EEMtOVED
C
112 CFOSS=.FALSE.
CAT.T. rACKT,(CFOPSS, I.FVFL)
GO TO 1%2
C
C CHATN: J1, OR, I-' CTOSS=TPUE, TIHE PAIR OF CFOSSED CHAINS (J1,J2), FORM A
C FEASIBLE CONTINUATION OF THIE PARTIAL SCHEDULE
C
290 !F(CROSS)GO TO 202
PPFRP M. (LEVEL) =.J1
XPE CP. M ( T, V EL) =0
L EV?'L=L 1EVEL+1
c,0 ) I 21 U
202 PP? "P (I EVEL ) =J 1
PP r' ? (L7V EL + 1) -J 2
YPr:,'(r FVEL) =1
TPE x!! (TI VF T+ 1) =1
T V- T, .=t. VF L+ 2
2 4 CIT.i rSCN r!(J1,J72,Ci OSS,!.EVEL)
C
C T"S" IF C PTIMAL SOLUTION !AS PE?1-N FOUND
IT (LFV7L.GT. N) G(O "0 2 '"
C
., c.u " = ,T COl! V + 1
TIF(NCO'IN'r.G.' MAY NOD) ,C TO 30'00
C
C SwA:C;! IS ?!OT OttPLT... B.F.nP.E ATTE:'PTTtiG THE DETAILED CALC[ULATIONS OF
C SEACHTHIT(; '?r A F'PASIBLE CO:TINUATION CHAIN, CHECK WHETHEiR iN TIE ClUPRENT
C PAP'FIAL SC:'{vrULE-, EACH UYACHINE CAN BE REACHIED BY AT L!;AST ONE PART rYPE
C (NOT YiET l'ILJY SCHEDULED), FPOM THE I'M1EDIATELY PRECZFDING MACHINE FOR THAT
C PAP-, WITHO!tr rYXC:'EDING THF RiFMAINING AVAILABLE TDLE TIME. IF NOT, THE
C PAF"IAT, SC'!YTFUI CAMNnP ETAV7 .A SATURATED CONT INUATION; 3ACTR1ACK IN SEARCH
C TRE (SrT1.T 110)
C
DO 210 MCt:=2,K
IF.( (14CPART (MT N) .iQ.M AXPPT (MCN)) .P. (TLAST (:MCN) .E ) .0)  GO ro 210
DO 212 PPT=1I,M
TF ( (JOBTIM (PRT,MCN) .EQ.0) .OR. (REMJOB(PRT) .FQ.O) )GO TO 212
mC=,MCN- 1
215 '"MP= JJBTI (PfiT , MC)
IF(T'.:2.GT.")GO TO 214
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iiTI."-:A$S 2.0 Q AI.N DAT -- 79017 1 5/06/17
C
St1PBUr !TT' : XT (.11 , JT2 T 1TS , CF OSS. I.IFV'FL)
C
r ,c; 5rsOhJ"T' l Tr rS 'ifl f' -7 l' E'!lil TI p I Cr lrTrT P A JT A L PR M UTATIA7 (2PN):
C (PP 'Y".' (1) ,...?Pi:iM (LEVET.)>
C I!AS FTAST3 LV SATUJRAT¶'D CO(NNT"INUATIONS, OF TH1' FOrMS
C <.PP (1) ,...P?TE?: (.L VFL) ,J1,J2> (*)
C W[1IF:< .t1 "A:ID J2 FORM A 'CIFOSSF; D PAIRB' DR
C <(PPE? (1) ,. .. PP El (LF VFL) ,J 1> (3)
C Wr.ItPE Jl IS ADnED TO CPP DY I'S7LF. GIVfEN J1, THE EDUTILE FIRST ATTEMPTS
C TO 'TND J2 SjUCH TH AT (A) IS FFASTILE. IF SUICCESSFUL, IT RET[PFNS TEST=.T.,
C CPOSS=.T. ,] 2 AND THE APPROPRIATE STARTT NG AND FINISHING TIM`ES 3F CHAINS
C J1 AND J2 ON TIIE VARIOUIS MACfHINES IN ARR[AYS STR71,FIN1,STRT2,FIN2.
C IF 'tO J2 EXIST.%4FOR WHIIICHI (A) IS FEASIBLE, THE ROUTINF TESTS WHETHER
C (B) TS F SIDBLE; IF SO,IT RETURNS TEST=.T., CROSS=.F. AND THE STARTING
C AND FINISHING TIMES OF CHAIN J1 IN' STRT1,FIN1. IF NEITIIER (A) NJR (B)
C APE FFASIPT.I', PO'J(TIN;E RETURNS TEST=.F.
C
C
IMPLIC1 T INITEGEE (A-Z)
L OrGICA TFST,CPD)SS
COI1MO N,'/Y I,MBIGI.FV, REFJOB(9) ,CPART9 AXPET (9) ,SLACK (9),
1 MAC, {(q) ,Cf:SPP (q) ,0TAKE (9 ,0) ,FFACH ( ) ,TOBTIM (9 ') ,TRTIE(9,9) ,
2JOnBP'"t (0,9), FIN 1(9), FIN2 (9), STrET (9) ,ST T2 (9) ,ST APT (99,9) ,TINISII (
3°no,q) , TRT.': (qq,f) ,pp?.Z (-O) ,rp Ft (9iN)  Tr*E (94 C ,9),TAIST() , WI.ST T(),
Il T'I-! h(99,9) ,SL}t';F(99, q) , SSTAR"P (9, 9) ,SFIN (99,9) ,SCIED (99 , ) ,
SP ?A:F T(P), SuPE.. (99)
DT 'N' 1ION ; P(9)
C
C DiT?'Tr'I'.' IT T'!EFT IS A CHATN J2 WHICH OVEFTAKES 1
C
I (CSnP (J 1).Q.?) GO TO 1 3
.JXM= Cp SP? (J 1 )
1",~ DO n 12" JY -1 JX 
J, 2=OTA. (J 1 ,J X)
I (NO'r (LV I + 1 ,J2) .E.(-.1) GO TO 120
I J( E'1JD (J 2) .G r. 0) GO TO 200
' On F (LFrV EL1 ,J2) = (-1)
12^ CnO'-TNT!r
C
C CHAIN J1 CANtJNC'" - BE PAIIRED WI'"H AN OVERTAKING CHAIN; TEST WHLTHER J1 CAN BE
C JOTIED TO PAPTIAL SC!IEDUILE BY ITSELF
C
131 j2=2
2n) DO 101 T=1,K
'SP"1 (I) =0
FTN1 (T) =)
S'r' T 2 (I) =0
FIN2 (T) ='
101 G,AP() =T
ST? T1 (1) =TTA S (1)
1 'P FPT N1 (1) =STF T1 (1) +JOBTTM (J1,1 )
IF (J2.!:Q.^)GO TO 197
D;1 R T,.LEAS" 2. 3 IN ATE = 79-'17 15/'5/1' 7
"C=. C-1
r; TO' 215
214 r ( ('~LST(?C) ,-T P+Ti T iFr (IC; 't(:N) -'r'LASZ (. CN) ) . I L. :;ICK {( CN) )
1 GO TO 210
212 CON'IrNTIJP
,O To 11%
21) (:0 N rT'[rTP
,;o r'f 1'2
C
C OUTPUT RPC[! T IN.
C
1 0 0 WPTTr(N F TIT,Q1))NCO[INT
919 FORMAT (1lE0,' NO SATURATED SCHlEDrILE FXISTS'/1H ,I4,' NODES WERE GEN
1 EPAT ED') *-
1 CO1 WRI r . (N!WF PT,92 ') BIG LEV, (SP P F. (J) ,J=1, BIGLEV)
020 OF'lAT(1H0,' LONGEST SATURATED PARTIAL SCHEDULE HIAS',I5, ' ITEMS:'/
1 1T , 4,T3/)
N 1 = IG L.TV
no 1)0? ,J=1,N1
PPER (.T) =SPP ER (1J)
DO 1' "2 I=1,K
STAT(J, I) =SSTAFT (J,I)
T1ITFF (J ,I ) =STJUF F(J ,I)
M:SCHI E (T,T) =SCIlrF (J,I)
10')2 '-'TJNl (J,T) =SFTN(J,r)
DO 1034 I=1,K
1 0 4 'ICPA<T (I) =SP A,-T (I)
,GO r1 2? 10
C
"COO """: ('",l"'"m 9q,")' 'r, .
4r40 FOPAT(II,' $,S'AFClI EXCEEDS .AXIMiJ'I NODE COUNT OF',15)
LF V L= T,Vl'! ,- 1
Tr(TG. JrV.'T.LEVF. T.)GO TO 100 1
Wr IT (NWFi; '~ , 920)) [TVET., (?PFRK' ( ) ,J= 1,.EVrEL)
1 =T. V TW i
200? N1 I=
WR I" 7 ()T:N; IT, 922) NCOJI NT, ( PPERH (J) , J=1, N)
922 =ORHAT(1H,' PTTPST OPT!IL SCIHEDULE FOUND AFTEP. GENTEATING ',I5,
1 NODTS: '/1;{0, 4013)
C
2010) NI. AST=r"T.ISIT (N1,K)
)O '2020 MC=1,K
DO 2012 TYPO=1,M
2 012 ! PAFT(TYPE) =0
DO 20114 TI"=-1, ,LA5T
T SClf i) ('I:1. , mC) =0
2014 N niT F (T I M,C) =O
LT .' =" CP AF T (.{C)
DO 2n16 PR"=1,LI.
Tv P!T = M SCHIf r ( PP T, M C)
EPAPF (TYP-)= -PA -RT ( Y Pe) +1
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;1 2"TF.S 2.0 AAI:N DA'll = 7 917 15/06/17
X= 1 T P' + '! PA EP (m YP T)
:1 r =.' ! ' (- r rTM (:) + 1
'1 Y -=T ' T .S ! (P IT, C)
DC) ? 1.9 "'TT=,T':, ;AX
2n 18 NSCiiF (F" ITM, 1C) =X
lTr(MC. EQ. 1) GO TO 23 16
IF (BUJ5 (7., n1_) .? :*.0)GO TO 2 -16
'4A X= SA ' T(P r., M1C)
' TN=1 X-B3rTFF (P!?T,;C) +1
) DO 27 19 TIT -I N, A1 X
2 C16 T;J1UF (TIT. , C) = X
2 32 C %ONTIINN'U?
C *
DO 2 31 I=1, K
2 030 RAND(I) =I
WRTT F (.WI;I T,930) (PAND(I) ,T=1,K)
93 T0 ..AT (T1 FO 1 2, TMT' 8 (7 X, ' MC', I 1) )
W~. I" ('I',;RT O3 2)
9 32 7OPTAT (1 10)
DO 2^ 32 1T=1, NLA ST
2 032 W?TT T (N WFIT, 34 ) , (NBUPF (I,J), MSCIIED (T,J) ,J=1,K)
934 PO'nR1AT (1H , 12X,13, 3X, (3X,13, 1 X,I3))
r;n TO 1
.,! D
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; L.,nA:F ?.' N'I:XT DATr = 79017 1/Oi/17
: 'n27l( 1) = T ' 1 (1)
199 F INv2 (1) =' T 2 (1 ) C(-L r T I (,2, 1)
1 "7 CiO';' = ." ALS ..
M 1 T= 1
12 L= 
C
Dn 9(i9 .CN-2,K
N MC=" CP A R T (I CN )
T JO E3 1 =JTn RT I M (J 1 , MC N)
r F(J2. GT.)) GC TO 20 1
IF (7JOB1) 999,999,203
201 T JOB2= 03TI.M (J 2,:1CN)
I (Tc 1,ttG,T. 0)GO TO 2 02
I F'TJ C, 2. Q. )GO TO 999
C
C C'JLY CHAIN J2 VISITS MACHINE ,ICN
C
I"(TTAF T(NMCN).ETQ.O) GO TO 204
- AP(F!C) =PwIN2(r12L) +TrTTIE (M2L, .CN)-TLAST (ICN)
IF (FAP (N.CN) .GT. O) GO TO 2 06
D IF '=TA T LS (; (MCN) ) -CWL AST (MCN)
IF( TIFF.LT.0)GO TO 208
T F(Br F-(NMC,: CN) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 210
T ( IrFT. r-Q. 3) GO TO 2 08
212 S'-'P"m2 (1) = STT2 ( 1) + T p?
GAP ( l) =G,P (1) +DI F
G;C ' n 21 1
21 ST'T,2 (1) =S7TT2 (1) +1+DIFF
GA° (1)=GAn (1) + l+r FF
214 I (r;AP(1) -3IACK(1)) 1q9,199,290
C
2FI. iF( q?(PClN).G '. ST LACK (ACN) ) GO TO 290
2 4 ST r72 (v:CN) =FIT!2 (M2I.) +TF TIME (.12L,:MCN)
'0O "'0 216
2 n9 Si T2 ((;'Ci) =TI. AST (. ('CN)
216 F J 2 (-CCN) =S.PT2 (MCN) +TJ03B2
M2L =".CT
;r) "0 99 )
C
232 Ir F(TJr2.rT.C) GO TO 3I0
C
C ONLv C{HAIN J1 VISITS ',CN
C
203 . IF (TLAST (1CN) .EQ. 0) 0 TO 224
GAP ('CNit) = FTNll ( 1L) +Tf'TIME (Y1L., ICN)-TLAST (MCN)
IF (GAP (MCNO) .G". n) GO TO 226
DTIF==IAS, (,;AP(C'C) ) -WLAST (CN'!)
IF'(DIFF. T.T.1)GO TO 22?
1F(DW;!FF(NMC ,1CN).EQ. ) GO TO 230
T'(!TFF.LQ.O)G0 TO 229
232 sTRr1 (1)=SPT1 (1)+DIFF
';AP (1) =t An (1) +DIF? -
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,1 .RIL'ASE 2. ? NEXT DATE = 79917 15/06/17
23 STr'l (1)7=1;'Trl( 1) +1DIFF
,' (1) r; \,n (1) *l +1 DTr,
234! TJ (!;4  P ( 1) -ICK 1) l1, 19R 8,29
C
226 TF (A;P (.:CI;) .(T.SL : AC (:IC N) ) T0 O 2 90
22 4 S T'rT1 ("';) -=IT 1 ('1 1T.) +TF -:TIE (I 1L,M MCNJ)
7,C TO 2 36
223 S TRTl (MC :') =TLA .3T(,CN)
236 TN 1 (c. CN ) =ST.! T1 (crY ) +TJOB 1
'11T. =-iC N
", Tr O C. 9 
C
C CIAI NS J 1 AND Jl,. ARE 30THI PrOCESSED ON MACIIINE MCN
C
3nn STrT1 (MCN) =F I1 (MI1 L) +TRvI E. ( M1 L, !C N)
FI N1 ( M-N) =STr:" 1 (I CNr) + TJOB1
fTST2R (MCN) =FIN2 (A2 I.) +TRTIMIE (i12L,C.CN)
FI N 2( MC N) = ST TT 2 (CN) + TJ03 2
C
I F (STP T2 (rMCN) .GF.STRT 1 ( 1C N) ) GO TO 400
C CHAIN J2 [PE ACHlS YIICTIN7 MCN BEFORE .71
C
C P3) Ss=, . 7F .
T:F(.("''T1 (:¢ 1N) .GE.TLAS. ('MC N))GO TO 302
C
C 3.,'1I .12 A.ro 371 ArPlTVE AT MCN FFORE TLAST!(MN). SINCE ONLY ONE- 3UFFER
C POSI'-"I'T IT AVPILAALF, LOADING OF J1 TIUST BE DELAYED.
S.FT F=TT A S.T (:C'') - STRT1 (MCN)
STFTT1 (1) =ST, T1 (1) +SIII'T
(lA? (1) =A lP ( 1) +SHIFT
T ((CAP ( 1) -SLACY (1) ) 1953 8, 290
C
3 2 I F (S T FT2 (. IC ) .. . TI, AT(MCN) )GO TO 312
C
C J 2 ARPITVF PEFnRE, AND J1 A" OR AFTPR TLAST(M;CN)
C
DTr;P= TI A; LT ("',CNI) -STF T 2 (NMCNT)-WLAST (MCN)
IP(DIFF. L-. O) nO TO 3" 4
r F(BrrTFr(N IC, ,CN) .¥Q.T ) GO TO 210
IF (DIFF;.'.,. O) GO TO 212
3 T4 ,,TRm2 (MCN) =TT, AS r(MCN)
F IN 2 (MCCN) =T'LAST ('iC N) +TJOB2
C
C BOT'I J2 AND J1 A'PRIVE AFTER TLAST
C
, 12 D I F F= Sr F 1 ( 'C N) - F I N 2 (.?ICN)
IF(DTFF.;Gl.O:)GO TO 314
STF:T 1 (,: 'T) =FI 2 (MCN)
1 N 1 (C) =:;Ti. T1 ( CN ) +TJO B1
31$4 F(TIJ.'S/ (MCN) .3T.')!;nO TO 318
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3 r l (U'I("1) =Dr .V
.o 0 To 31q
318 ; - P (. ( N) ,- T F ( lc:) - TLA : ST ( CN) -TJ 0 1 2
C
319 IF (GA P (M C N) .Gm .S TA C K (IC N)) G C TO 2 9 0
'11 =MCN
'1 ?2=!ICN
, c: TO 999
C
4Q IF(STTF'T2 (MC:J) .(;TS'TE-1 (MC N) ) G;O mO 401
S 'RT2 ( 1) = STP T 2 ( 1) + 1
, AP (1) =GAP (1) +1
IF (GAP(1)-SLACK (1)) 199, 199, 290
C 4
C CHAIN J1 REACIHES MACHINE MCN BEFORE J2
C
401 TF(STPT2 (MCN) .CGF.TLAST (NlCN))GO TO 402
C
C Om"'T J1 AND J2 qRjIVr AT MiACHINE MCN BEFORE TLAST (MCN). SINE ONLY ONE
C BUFFPER PnSITION IS AVAILABLE, LOADING OF J2 MUST BE DELAYED.
C
srTI -T=TI AST (M CN) -STRT 2 (MCN)
STi T2 (1 ) =STPT2 ( 1) +SlHIFT
. AP ( 1) =G P( 1) + SIIFT
TF (S.? (1) -S3LA C r (1 ) ) 1 99, 1 9 9,29
4,?2 r (Sm TT1I (Y1CN) ,.GE.TILAST (TiCN) )GO TO 4q12
C J1 ;RRI VS B' ORf, A'ID J2 Am Oh AFTER TLAST(C)CN
C
DT F-FTLA :;T ( .MC:) - S TPT 1 (M CN) - WI.AST (MCN)
IF T . ,. O) GO TO n 404
i (UBr F( NMC,MCN).E Q. )GO TO 230
T? (T ICF. (;. ) GO TO 232
4 S' T 1 ('r CN) =TLAST(M CN)
TN1 (yCN ) =L AST (MCN) +TJOB 1
C mOT!! J1 AND J2 A!2RIVr AFTFP TLAST (MCN)
C
412 T F=STF" 2 (MCN') -FTN1 (MCN)
T-(DTFr.';p E .. 0)(GO TO 414
S TR '2 (C CN ) ='FI 1 ('C N)
'IN2 r (CN) = STF T2 (M CN ) +TJO R2
414 IF(TTAST (MTC;) .ST.'I)GO TO 418
GAP (M C) =DIFF
GO 'PO 419
418 A T'Ar ('Cr) =STRT2(ICN)-TLAST(MCN)-TJO B 1
419 T F (:;AP(MCrN).C. SLACK (CN))GO TO 290
"I l. = m C;
M 2L=C N
9n9 CONTINUE
C
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E ST = .T r'?.
!: ETU1rN
290 T0 (,T2.. 3 n ) .O "o 292
: (T., ' I. + 1, ) = (-1)
{;O ,0 1. i
292 T PCT=., AT S ':.
R E T: !r.:
?ND
i i'~~~~~~~~~~~
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;1 ?T.L !A S 2. MAIN. DATE - 7W017 15/)6/17
.JTBO'T!:i' '3 ;CNr ( J1,J2, C?'Og,3 LEV FL)
C
C T!{!.q PCO!Y~TT' T.S . ,AUC'i!"D W'H"1! 1'%'XI' H-{.S DET T PMI:INFD tiHAT J1 (IF =EOSS=.F.)
C or; rIHE C FDSSrFD ATr ,7Tl,.'2 (I? COSS=.T.) ARi:' FE.ASIDLE CONTIN'UATIONS OF
C T {. CPP. TT'P r'JITTrNF USS Sm'?T 1, Sm"RT2,FN T 1,FIN2 TO IUPDATE APPAYS BUFF,
C ~ICP PA , F?'Jt('Dr~c'*SC', STAiT, INI qH,ToAST,WLAST,SIACK; AND EETSIC P>,AR r r, ,7(. r:T C r S 'I ..r. S TA . N'I - f T T.A 'iT ,',J.h S X1 A K; ?.'L E Si: . S
C NODE (L=V 7 T,VI), AN4D NOD-v.(TFVYET.+I1,I) IF CROSS=.T.
C
C
T 1PT.TCT T 'EI !EE FP (A-Z)
LOGTCAL crOSS
CO MON//Y, ~,BI 3F I iv T,Iit 7.J O ( 9) M CPA RT( 9) , ..IXPR T (9) ,SLACK(9) ,
1 IACH(9) ,CITP? (9) ,OTAKF(9,9) ,PEACII(q ,) ,JOBTIi(q,9) ,TRTIKE(9,9),
2JO BRTi (9,9) ,FI,1 (9) , FINJ2 (9), S-RT1 (9) ,STRIT2(9) , START(99,9) ,FINISH (
3 99 9,) ,Bp! PFF(q9,9) , P P!'t: (q9) ,XP FM (9() (99 9) ,NO 99 TLA S T (9) ,W ,AST(9) ,
t4 M.SCIF D(qq, 9) ,Si3JF (99, 9) ,SSTA RT (99, 9) , SFI N(99 ,9) ,SCIED (99,9),
5 SnfPT (9), S?P'R (99)
C
R C FMyJ,¶O3 J,7 1) =F JOB (J1 ) -1
T F ( Pn-S) FTIJ OI3 (, 2) = REf. JO1(J2) -1
nn 2 J=1,M
I F !JnB (,T).T. ) GO TO 4
'ODE( IEVEL,J)=-1
~On? (T.rr E-: L+1,,T)=(-1)
0! TO 2
4 NOCnT (IY.:V I. , J) =
'`lBD ( TI V L + 1 ,J) =0
2 CONTIN tJe
C
T V (CPO SS)G 3 TO 1 V'
C (NLY C!AIN .11 TS ADDTrD TO PARTIAL SCHEDULE
C
NT=1 ACt1(J1)
'.C =1
rO 6 1=2,NT
"i1L='YC
MC=FJOiBTF (J1 ,I)
DTFF=P'T.A I;T (MIC) -FT 1 ( 1 ) -T RNT (M TI 1 L, MC)
N MC ='.CP AT(" C) + 1
I" (DIFF. q(T. 0) GO TO 8
B3 r F= ( N M C, M C) -0
GO 0 Fr-
8 rr3TFF(:'"iC,MC)=DIF?
6 COnITN UiE
DO 1^ T=1,NT
, c=,To P.:T r. (-T 1 ,I)
T ,n =10 ,TOBT I (-'J1, r;C)
N. MC =- C PAR T(M C) + 1
.'1 C? '.; T ('IC) =N 'IC
ACI.rI (NhC, MC) =J1
P IN T, I{ (NT MC, MC) :F I N'1 '(IC)
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?; L .S1 2. 9 DSC' D DATI, = 7r! 17 15/06/17
-"'A r (r;' ,1C) =FTN 1 (MC) -TJOB
3; ?-= q; A- Tr (?'!rC ,' C)-TI.rAST (NC)
"TAT'; (,MC) ='r 1 (MC)
.T.A Tl (TUC) =J,B 3
I7 (- CP AF (1IC) .GT. 1) .$StCK( fMC) =SLAZ K (MC) -GA P
1% CO.NTIN:'r
C
C OTf J1 ANn , J2 APE ADDE9 TO PArTIAL SCIHEDULE. LOOP /NDINGI AT STINT 110
C rlPDOATS PTJWF=TP OCCI PAN CY
C
109Y 1 L= 1
M2L= 1
DO 110 MC=2,K
1 "C=,NCPA T (MC) + 1
T F(JOBTI I (J 1, MC) .GT.0) GO TO 102
I(.1OBTI= (J2,::C) . EQ.) GO TO 110
Dl Fv=TI AS.T(M C) -FIN 2(: 2L) -TRTIME (M 2L, MC)
Y 2T,= C
GO TO 1"8
19? IT (JOPT!N (J2,MC).GT.) GO TO 104
D IFF=T LI.ST (MC) -FI N1 (: 11L) -TRTIM E (n 1L, fC)
N 1L ='1C
GO "o 118
1 4 T (S'"T2 (MC) .T. STF T1 (MC))GO TO 106
DrfF=T!.AST (MC) -FTN1 (1 L) -TFTTIF (i1 L,NiC)
T ''l1-FT 'i 1 (NC) -- FT M 2 (Y 2L) - T TT M E (N 2L,r C)
T(' TO I1 7
1'6 TF=6T, .ST (NC) -F N2 ( 2L) -TITI Z (:2L,NC)
PT rl= r'T '2 ('C) -FIN1 (' 1L)-TFTIME (1 L, MC)
1 7 .'1 T,=LN C
'12!.= MC
IF ( DIFF 1 .GT .) GO T 0 199
3 UJ F ( IM + 1, () = 
*O TO 1 1')
190 3flTr T('IF: + 1, MC) =,,T rF1
10P TI (DTr-".;;T.J) GO TO 1 1 1
';:'?F F (,, ~1C ) =0
:;, "r",. 1t
1 I 'rlrTPr (NNMC, .C) =DIFF
11' CONTTNU'
DO 29 'C=C1,K
N':C=MCCPA ?T (MC) + 1
IPF (0 TP.I I (,J1 ,!C) .GT.))GO TO 21 0
T I(JT().OIBT I (JT2, ) M.EQ., ) GO TO 200
C
",JCTB=JO r, T I Y (J 2, MC)
MCP P T (MC) =N!-C
'IVC in (N: FMC, C) =J2
'TA. P T(1;1 C,N C) =STF "2 (I C)
F I' TS I! (NIC, IC) =FI 2 (MC)
g A P=ST RT2 (C) - T. ST (C)
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T'L :-T (SC) =I"2 ('1C)
"! T T (A ' ) = ,J(:T
.'1 Tr 2''
21' I F (,TorlI1 I (J12," C) . GT. ) G TO 2^4
r 1) 3 =- jT n I 1 ( J 1 , MC)
'.(C?:FT(:(') =';MC
..CH"D (IVC,MC) = J1
"T NT S ( ; !!C , M;) = FT 1 ('IC)
:. ART (NIC, "IC) =IN 1 (.MC) -- JOR
AP=S9-A-T(NMCC, MC) -TIAST(I1C)
TLAST (MC) =? I?;1 (MC)
N! .LA ST (MC!=TJCB
202 IF (MCPArT (iC) . GT. 1) ST AC K (MC) =S LA R (MC)-GAP
GC T0 2GC
2!)4 A:1 CP ?R (MC) = NMC +1
TI ;;TF PT2 ( C) .iT. STE1 (IMC) GO TO 206
C
TJOB=JORBT 1 (J 2, MC)
i H SEC (NM C, C) =J1
¶SC rlF{D ('I |C + 1, MC) =J 2
s T.T (!:M C, IC) = FIN 1 (M' C) -JO t'r IM (J1, MC)
F T;. rS H (; C, .'C ) =FTN.1 (MC)
;rTA Fr ( N (C +1, C) = S TT 2 ( M C)
IN.r 1 (N:lC+ 1 , 1C)=:" T12 (MC)
r AP=F T 2 (MC) -TI .AST ( C) - TJ-O 13-JO T r.' (.J 1,MC)
T! A.ST (mc) = rM"2 ( C)
r, T,A \ m (MFC) ="TJCB
T ? (:(ICP A'T ('IC) . (). 2) G? P=STF T2 (IC)- FI N1 (MC)
rC '0 2, ;
C
216 r C; , J1r)E= JOB I (,]1, 'IC)
",SC!T Fn (:,t C C) =J 2
SC; 1E D (N 1 C+I , C)=7 1
sTA RT (NMC ,M'C, ) =ST] Tr2 ("C)
'r I N (rT !C, ,m ) =CTIN2 (" C)
IP TN TS 1 (N C F 1, C) - Fr 1 (M C)
STAr T (NmC+1, c) -FIN 1 ('IC) -TJOB
G, AP =-'TN 1 ('C) -TLASm ( MC) -TJOB-JOf1TI M (J2, MC)
T A ST ( C) = ITN 1 (MC)
W T AST ('IC)=T J
I F( -C PACT (I(C) .EQ. 2) GA?= STRT1 (;MC) -F IN2 (MC)
C
20 8 SLACK (t'C) =SLACK (1MC) -GAP
EN E
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;1 El,",.'?3 2.1 '!AIN DATE = 79?17 1 5/06/17
JU3clPTT""IT,.: B3ACNT? (CKO;S.SS,,.V'JLL)
C
C THITS 'OnJTI'-7 S '; R..ACl'JYD 'nHlY .Sli3i;FOTITNT 'NEXT' EFTRJINS TEST=.F.,IZE &iEN
C C?! <PP-'P:M (1) .. (IE. ,VT.)> HAS NO Fi:ASIF.LE SATIiFATED CON'TINJATIDN.
C TP LFV"l->B3TI.J'V, CPP IS STOPT';D INT APPAYS SPART, SPP';I ,SBUFF,SS-T.%RT,SFIN,
C SCil" E ir; !. ;VrI-. 1, PIACE3 T!P PFV..VTO.!S VAIEIL OF PIGL:LEV.
Tr -t "POS =.'., rOUJTlr" D.'-LFT.TS P?F.M (LFVVL) FRO3M THE CPP AND UPDATES
C AiL',AYS "C:PA'T, "IMJOIB,TLAST,'T.,LA-,T ,SLACK. IF CriOSS=.T., RCOITINE D'LETES
C BO" IP ?PL'.FM(LEVlT.) AJTP PPE'Y(T(Lt VEL-1) .AND UPDATES THE SAME APRAY:;.
C
C
TMPLIZIT INTEGER (A-Z)
! OGCALT CEDRS
i OM'10ON//K,rg,BIC; IIFV ,R FM JOB (9) ,MCPART( 9) ,M AXPRT (9) ,SLACK(9) ,
t i 1 MACII(9) ,CP.SP? (9) ,(OTAKE (9,9) ,EEACII (9 ,) ,JOBTTI(9,Q) ,TRTIME(9,9) ,
'270BnTE (9, e) , FIN1 (q) , 'IN2 (9) ,STRT'1 (9) , STFT2 (9) , START(99,9) ,FINISH (
'
' 399, ° ) ,nrF(q ( ,9) , PPEPM (99) ,XPER.M (99) ,NODE (99,9) ,TIAST (9) ,WA ST (9) 
: M;CEr! (99,9) ,srF (99,)),SSTART(99 SSTART(9,9), SFIN(99,9) rSC ED(99,9?),
; SPAPT(r) ,SPPER(99)
l, C
IF (T.E'V:L.LE.BIGTEV);O TO 1'
PIGL EV=T EVrL
o0 1 ?iC=1,K
1 SPA y'"r(',C) =MCPTA~RT(C)
nO 2 I=1, l.'V EL
s .p-,E (I) = PE: F 1 ( I)
)0 J =1,K
:3,';:F (I, J) =DUFF(T, J)
SST''A T (I,J) =ST;PTFr (I,J)
.q -T l (T ,J) = -T NI Sil (T J)
SCHED (T,J) =SCIT-_D (IJ)
2 CO NT ItN! t
C
1 0 J2 =P P i. '1 (LEVEL)
Pr 0.1' Of (,2) = il:' MJrR (J 2) + 1
T-" (C'O.C;S) G T, 20
C ONr. V C;iATN J2 Ti' DEI.TED FFM SCHIEDU[LJE
C
,N-='IAC!I (.J2)
T: C() 12 .T=1,NT
MC=JOPFT F (7 2,J)
N MC = CPAPT (M C)
J1 NMCL='MC- 1
"IC PA P.T ( ZC) =NM CL
IF (?1C L. (T-. 0) GO TO 14
T.LA ST (F C) =
Wi., AST (M C) = ,
30 TO 12
14 ST.AC(' (MC) =SL.ACK (MC) +STATr,T (NMC,'IC)-FINISH (NMCL, MC)
TLAS'I (MZ) ='IN1SH (NMCIL,MC)
'-T AS'r (NmC) ='TI. AS' ('¶C) -ST A T (NMCL, 'IC)
;1 tL-AS; 2." i3.ACKT'F D)ATr: = 79q017 15/Oi/1 7
12 CO(NTTN Ni
P. :C. T.J I:"i
C
C PAL 0') C:NOS.cT'D C IIAI S Ar DI. FTED T) O:1 FSctH:'DULE
C
29 ,11 =PP' ". (I V EL-1 )
.7 " .O T 1 (.l 1) =? 1.Cln (,7 1 ) + 1
DOr 72 1-C=1,K
rF(JOErT. M(J1,MC).GT.-)GO TO 24
IF (,T npTr (J2, ,MC) ) 22,22,26
24 I F (.JOPTI Z (J2,M C)) 26, 26, 28
26 N'C= CP A RT (C)
N M LZ =lN M_,.-,1
Z CPAPT(,1 C) =NMCL
TF(N''CL. GT. O) GO TO 30
TI A ST(M C) =0
W L A: , r ( C) =O
GO "0 r 22
3 0 .I A :K (IC) =SL.ACK (MC) *START (NMn ,.1C) -FINISH (NMCL, MC)
AL.f' T (M) =FINISII (Q! MCL , C)
WT A. "(V.C) =TLAST (MC)-STAFT (NMCL,'.C)
GO To 22
C
2° Y,.C =MCPAPRT('MC)
: C !. =N MC - 2
MCPA T ('' C) =N.NMCL
I ' ( : " C I T. r.) G; O TO 32
sLACK (MC) =SL ACK (. C) + START (NMC, .MC) -F ITNIS II (NC- 1,M:C)
1 +STA£T (N:C M-1,MC) -FI N' SH (N['.CI,, MC)
-LA ST (r ) -I Ni SH (NM CL, M C)
W !,.AST (!'C) =T LAST (MIC)-STA PTT (NIMCL, M:)
GO TO 22
32 sLAC? (?.C) =SLACK (. C) +STAET (NMC,IC)-FINISH (N:IC- 1,MC)
TTAST (MC) =0
:LAST (C) =0
22 CON "T:!VE
PF ! PN
MF'; 
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PROBLEM DArx: EXAMPLE I
NO 0? :.AC!LNEcS: ,
TRAVEI. TIMES BETWE.N .M.C;INES: FRO)M
TO 1 2 3 4 5
2 5
3 10 6
4 16 12 7
5 21 17 12 6
6 25 21 16 10 5
NO OF ITEM TYPES: 5
ITEM TYPE NO FKQD PROC. TIMES ON MC
1 2 3 4 5 6
*4
1 2 4 6 0 0 10 2
2 2 4 7 5 4 0 2
3 1 2 0 10 I 0 1
4 1 2 4 7 0 4 1
5 3 2 0 5 7 6 1
PERIOD = 42 SLACK (J) 16 12 0 4 0 29
ITEM TYPE CRSPR OTAKE
1 0 0
2 2 3 5
3 0 0
4 3 135
5 1 1
REAC'I (i C, aCN) :
7 12 24 32 45
10 25 23 38
12 19 26
13 14
9
FIRST OPTIMAL SCHEDULt FOUND AFTER GENERATING 20 NODES:
1 5 3 1 4 5 2 5 2
TIM: E Mc1 MC2 MC3 MC4 MC5 MC6
1 0 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0
5 0 501 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 501 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 301 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 301 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0
10 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0
11 0 102 0 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 0 102 0 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 0 102 0 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 0 102 0 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 0 401 0 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 0 401 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 ) 5)2 0 0 3 501 0 0 0 0 0
18 0 502 0 0 0 501 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 0 0 0 0 301 501 0 0 0 0 0 0
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PROBLEM DATA: E-XA/lPLE 2
N1 OF' , ACIlUr'S: 6
TRAVEL rI:-S MTITWEU N lACHINES: FROM
TO 1 2 3 4 5
2 5
3 10 6
4 16 12 7
5 21 17 12 6
6 25 21 16 10 5
NO OF ITE'I TYPES: 5
ITEM TYPE NO VIEQD PROC. TIMES ON MC
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 5 4 6 0 0 10 2
2 5 4 7 5 4 0 2
3 3 2 0 10 9 0 1
4 2 2 4 7 0 4 1
5 10 2 0 5 7 6 1
PE[EIOD = 119 SLACK(J) 49 46 0 2 1 84
ITEM TY P' C RSP0 OT AK
1 0 0
2 2 3 5
3 0 0
4 3 135
5 1 1
REACH (M'C, dCN):
7 12 24 32 45
10 25 23 38
12 19 26
13 14
9
FIEST OPTIrIAL SCIEDULEr FOUND APTER GENERATING 370 N'ODES:
1 3 1 4 5 2 5 2 1 5 5 4 5 5 2 5 2 1 5 5 3 1 5 3 2
TIME mci MC2 MC3 MC4 MC5 MC6
1 0 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 03 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 301 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 301 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 102 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 102 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 0 102 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 102 0 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 0 401 0 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 0 401 0 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 0 501 0 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 3 501 0 1) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 0 201 0 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 0 201 0 102 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 3 231 0) 192 0 301 0 0 0 0 0 0
1S3 0 201 401 102 0 301 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 0 0 401 102 0 301 0 0 0 0 0 0
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203 0 1)32 31501 501 0 0 0 0 0 021 0 0 0 102 301 501 0 0 0 0 0 022 0 201 401 102 0 301 0 0 0 0 0 023 3 201 401 102 0 301 0 0 0 0 0 024 0 201 401 102 0 301 0 0 0 0 0 025 3 21)1 401 1)2 3 301 0 3 0 0 -) 26 0 503 0 401 0 301 0 0 0 0 0 027 3 503 0 401 0 301 0 0 0 0 0 02'3 ) 232 431 3 331 0 0 0 0 02'i 0 202 0 401 502 301 0 501 0 0 0 030 C 202 0 0 502 301 0 501 0 0 0 031 0 202 0 201 502 301 0 501 0 0 0 032 0 0 0 201 0502 0501 0 0 0 033 3 0 0 201 0 502 0 501 0 101 03 34 0 0 0 201 0 502 0 501 0 101 0 035 0 0 0 201 0 502 0 501 0 101 0 03b 0 0 3 231 401 502 0 0 0 101 0 037 0 0 202 201 0 401 0 0 0 101 0 038 '4 0 0 0 202 503 401 0 0 0 101 0 039 0 0 0 202 503 401 0 301 0 101 0 040 0 0 0 202 503 401 0 301 0 101 0 041 0 0 0 202 503 401 0 301 0 101 0 042 30 0 232 503 401 0 301 531 101 0 043 0 0 0 202 503 401 0 301 102 501 0 044 0 0 0 202 201 503 502 301 102 501 0 045 0 ) 0 0 201 503 5)2 301 102 501 0 046 0 0 0 0 201 503 502 301 102 501 0 047 0 0 0 0 201 503 502 301 102 501 0 048 0 0 0 0 201 503 0 502 102 501 0 10144 0 0 0 0 0 201 0 502 0 102 0 1015') O 0 0 0 201 0 502 0 102 0 051 0 0 0 0 202 201 0 502 0 102 0 052 0 0 0 0 202 201 0 502 0 102 0 053 0 3 0 0 202 201 3 502 0 102 0. 054 0 0 0 0 0 202 0 502 0 102 0 50155 0 0 0 0 0 202 0 0 0 102 0 056 0 0 0 0 0202 0 503 401 102 0 057 0 0 0 0 0 202 0 503 401 102 0 058 0 0 3 0 0 202 03 503 401 102 0 30159 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 503 0 401 0 060 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 503 0401 0 061 0 '3 0 0 0 231 533 532 401 0 062 0 0 0 0 0 201 503 502 401 0 063 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0201 0.502 0 064 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 201 0 502 0 10265 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 201 0 502 0 10266 0 3 0 0 3 0 202 231 0 502 I3 67 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 202 0 502 0 068 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 202 0 502 0 40169 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 202 0 503 0 070 0 0 0 0 0 202 0 503 0 071 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 503 0 072 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0503 0 073 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0503 0 074 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0503 0 50275 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 076 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 
.077 0 0- 0 00 3 0 0 0 0 020178 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 020179 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 080 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 050381 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20282 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 202
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2) 0 0 401 10()2 0 301 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 0 502 401 102 0 301 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 0 502 0 41 0 3)1 0 0 0 0 3 0
23 0 202 0 401 0 301 0 0 0 0 0
24 0 202 201 401 0 301 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 0 202 201 431 531 301 0 0 0 0 0
26 0 202 0 201 501 301 0 ()0 0 0 0 0
27 0 0 0 201 0 501 0 0 0 0 0 0
28 0 0 0 201 0 501 0 0 0 0 0
29 0 3 0 201 0 501 0 0 0 0 039 0 3 0 201 0 501 0 0 0 0 0 0
31 0 0 0 201 0 501 0 0 0 0 0 0
32 0 0 202 201 0 401 0 0 0 0 0 0
33 0 103 0 202 5')2 401 0 0 0 101 0 0
34 0 103 0 202 502 401 0 301 0 101 0 0
35 0 103 0 202 502 401 0 301 0 101 0 0
36 0 103 0 202 502 401 0 301 0 101 0 0
37 0 503 0 202 502 401 0 301 0 101 0 0
38 .4 0 503 0 292 5)2 401 0 331 0 101 0 0
39 0 0 0 202 201 502 501 301 102 101 0 0
40 0 0 0 -0 201 502 501 301 102 101 0 0
41 0 0 0 0 201 502 501 301 132 101 0 0
42 0 504 0 103 201 502 501 301 102 101 0 0
43 0 504 0 103 201 502 0 501 0 102 0 0
44 0 3 0 103 0 201 0 501 0 102 0 0
45 0 0 0 103 0 201 0 501 0 102 0 0
46 0 0 0 103 202 201 0 501 0 102 0 0
47 0 402 0 103 202 201 0 501 0 102 0 0
48 0 402 0 0 202 201 0 501 0 102 0 101
49 9 505 0 0 50)3 202 0 501 0 102 0 101
50 0 505 0 0 533 202 0 0 0 102 0 0
51 0 0 0 0 503 202 0 502 401 102 0 0
52 0 0 0 0 503 202 0 502 401 102 0 0
53 0 0 0 0 503 202 0 502 0 401 0 301
54 0 0 0 402 504 503 0 502 0 401 0 0
55 0 0 0 402 504 503 0 502 0 401 0 0
56 0 0 0 402 504 503 201 502 501 401 0 0
57 0 506 0 402 504 503 201 502 0 501 0 0
5R O 506 0 0 504 503 0 201 0 501 0 102
59 0 203 0 O 0 504 0 201 0 501 O 102
60 0 203 0 0 0 504 0 201 0 501 0 0
61 0 203 O' 0 505 504 202 201 0 501 0 0
62 0 203 0 0 5')5 504 0 2)2 0 501 0 401
63 0 0 0 0 505 504 0 202 0 0 0 0
64 0 507 0 0 402 505 0 202 0 502 0 9
65 0 507 0 0 402 505 0 202 103 502 0 0
66 0 204 0 0 402 505 0 503 103 502 0 0
67 0 204 0 0 402 535 0 503 103 502 0 3
68 0 204 0 203 402 505 0 503 103 502 0 501
69 0 204 0 203 506 402 0 503 103 502 0 0
70 0 3 0 2)3 506 402 0 503 0 103 0 0
71 0 0 0 203 506 402 504 503 0 103 0 0
72 0 0 0 203 506 402 504 503 0 103 0 201
73 0 0 0 203 506 402 0 504 0 103 0 201
74 0 0 0 203 506 402 0 504 0 103 0 0
75 0 03 204 506 402 0 504 0 103 0 502
76 0 0 0 204 507 506 505 504 0 103 0 202
77 0 104 0 204 507 506 505 504 0 103 0 202
78 0 104 0 204 507 50 535 504 0 103 0 0
79 0 104 0 204 507 506 505 504 503 103 0 0
80 0 104 0 234 507 506 0 505 0 503 0 0
81 0 508 0 204 203 507 0 505 0 503 0 0
82 0 508 0 0 203 507 0 505 0 503 0 0
83 0 3 0 0 233 537 0 535 0 503 0 0
84 0 509 0 0 203 507 0 505 0 503 0 0
85 0 509 0 0 203 507 0 505 0 503 0 103
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86 ) 0 0 1)4 0 233 (0 535 0 504 0 103
P8,7 ,3 0 0104 0 203 0 0 0504 0 0
8f 0 ) 0 104 204 203 0 506 4 02 504 0 3
89 0 302 0 104 204 203 0 506 402 504 0 0
90 0 302 0 104 204 203 0 506 402 504 0 0
91 0 0 0 134 0 204 0 536 4102 504 0 503
92 0 0 0 0 0 204 0 506 0 402 0 0
93 0 0 0 0 508 204 507 506 505 402 0 0
94 0 0 0 0 508 204 507 506 505 402 0 0
95 0 j 0 0 508 204 0 507 505 402 0 0
96 0 0 0 509 538 0 537 0 505 0 3
97 0 0 0 0 509 508 0 507 0 505 0 504
98 0 0 0 0 509 508 203 507 0 505 0 099 0 105 0 0 539 538 233 507 0 505 0 0
100 0 105 0 0 509 508 203 507 0 505 0 0
101 0 105 0 0 302 509 203 507 506 505 0 402
102 0 105 0 0 302 509 0 203 0 506 0 0
103 0 510 0 0 302 509 204 203 0 506 0 0
104 - 0 510 0 0 30;2 509 234 203 0 506 0 0
105 0 303 0 0 302 509 204 203 0 506 0 0
106 0 303 0 0 0 302 0 204 0 506 0 0
107 0 205 0 0 ) 302 0 204 0 506 0 505
109 0 205 0 105 0 302 508 204 0 507 0 0109 0 205 0 105 0 302 508 204 104 507 0 0
110 0 205 0 105 0 302 0 508 104 507 0 0
111 0 0 0 105 0 302 0 508 104 507 0 0
112 0 0 0 135 0 302 0 508 104 507 0 0
113 0 0 0 105 0 302 509 508 104 507 0 506
114 0 0 0 0 0 302 509 508 0 104 0 0
115 0 3 0 0 513 392 509 508 0 104 0 0
116 0 0 0 205 0 510 509 508 0 104 0 203
117 0 0 0 205 303 510 0 509 0 104 0 203
118 0 0 0 205 303 510 0 509 0 104 0 0
11q 0 0 0 205 303 510 0 50q 0 104 0.507
120 9 . ') 0 235 3)3 510 0 509 0 104 0 294
121 0 0 0 205 0 303 0 509 0 104 0 204
122 0 0 0 205 0 303 0 509 0 104 0 0123 0 0 0 303 302 509 508 104 0 0
124 0 0 0 0 0 303 0 302 0 508 0 0
125 0 0 0 0 0 303 0 302 0 508 0 0
126 0 0 0. 0 0 303 0 302 0 508 0 0
127 0 0 0 303 0 302 0 508 0 0
128 0 9 0 0 3 303 510 302 0 508 0 0
129 0 0 0 0 205 303 510 302 0 508 0 104
130 0 0 0 0 205 303 510 302 0 509 0 104
131 j 0 0 0 0 205 510 302 105 509 0 0
132 0 0 0 0 0 205 510 302 105 509 0 0
133 0 0 0 0 0 205 0 510 105 509 3 0
134 0 0 0 0 0 205 0 510 105 509 0 0
135 0 0 0 0 0 205 0 510 105 509 0 508
136 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 510 0 105 0 0137 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 510 0 105 0 0
138 0 0 0 0 0 0 303 510 0 105 0 0
139 0 0 0 0 0 0 303 510 0 105 0 0
140 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 303 0 105 0 0
141 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 303 0 105 0 509
142 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 303 0 105 0 .0
143 0 0- 0 0 0 0 2 05 303 0 105 0 302
144 0 0 0 0 0 0 2J5 303 0 105 0 0
145 0 0 0 0 0 0 205 303 0 105 0 0
.146 0 0 0 0 0 0 205 303 0 510 0 0
147 0 0 0 0 0 0 205 303 0 510 0 0
148 0 0 0 0 0 0 205 303 0 510 0 0
149 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 205 0 510 0 0
150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 205 0 510 0 0
151 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 205 0 510 0 105
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152 3 0 0 0 ) 0) 2:)5 0 0105153 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0154 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 ) 0155 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0156 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0157 3 0 0 ) 0 0 0 0 0 3 510158 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 015") 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30316:, 0 0 3J 0 I0 0 0 0 0161 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0162 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' 0163 0 U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 205164 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 205
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?R¢Cts,F':" Pl7'?.: EXAM.PLE.. 3
TrAVTI '"'E:-'; ;!T':'tjS',' 'ACI{M!.SC: FRO.'I
'PO 1 2 3 :* 
2 5
3 10 6
.4 16 12 7
5 21 17 12 6
6 25 21 16 10 5
N,'. DF Tr"M TY"'fS: 5
ITrFl Ty PE NO RQD ?P.OC. TIM ,S ON MC
1 2 3 4 5 6
'4'
1 5 4 6 0 3 10 2
2 5 4 7 5 4 0 2
3 3 2 0 10 9 0 1
4 2 2 4 7 3 1 1
.5 10 1 0 0 7 6 1
P!RTOD = 117 SLACK(J) 57 44 48 0 5 82
ITM5 T vP t- C r. PE O"T A KE
1 0 0
2 ? ? 5
3 2 4 5
4 3 135
R-l:l r (YC, :CO) 
7 12 17 3 3 41
1n 25 23 35
1 2 1Q 25
13 14
6
FIE:ST 0?TT'AL 3. (:iHECrLF PJlND AP'r"f ',F:N71PATING\,T26961 NODES:
1 3 4t 1 5 5 2 5 2 1 5 5 2 5 2 1 5 4 5 2 5 1 3 5 3
TIME Mt 1 MC2 MC3 IC 4 MC5 MC6
1 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 " 1' 1 C 0 0 0 0 0 0) 0 
4 0 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 $ 321 r 0 0~ 0 0 0 0 0
6 3' 1 c I i 0 3 n n 
7 0 401 0 0 0 0 0 0
80 401 0 0 0 01 n0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O0 0
10 0 0 0 131 0 0 0 0 0
11 ^ Q r 1 01 0 0 3 0 0
12 n 0 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 3 0 0101 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 1^ 4t 1 1' 1 03 0 0 0
15 102 401 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 3 192 f '401 n 0 0 0 0 0 . O
17 0 102 4 0 1 301 0 0 0 0 0 0
r 0 102 0 41 301 0 0 0'1 0 0
19 : 5 1 3 1' 1 '3 1 * " l : 0 0 
------ -~~~~~~~~~~-------~~~~~~~~~------------------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'
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23. 0 0 0 301 0 0 0 0 0 021 0 0 0 301 0 0 0 0 9 0
22 r, r 3. 1 3 0 0 0 023 0 0 0 0301 n 0 0 C 0 0
24 0 0 12 0301 0 0 0 0
25 3 n 0 1O2 0301 0 0 0 9 0
26 O 502 0 1 32 (;01 301 0 0 0 0 0 027 2' 1 1.2 2 '' 0 ' .3
2 %l 2n1 C 12 401 0 0 0 0 0 0
2') 201 102 0 401 0 0 0 0 0 0
~~n ? 201 " "0 401 0 0 0 0 0 031 C 0 'n1 0 0 0 0
32 0 0 0 401 0 0 0 0 0 033 0503 0 0 C401 0 0 101 0 0
'34 202 C 0 0 0 0301 0 101 0 0
I 5 2^ 2 C . 0 3n 1 0101 3 0
36 n 202 0 201 0 0 591 301 0 101 0 037 n 202 0 201 0 0 501 301 0 101 0 038 I ~ 103 0 21 r) 9 501 30 1 0 101 0 039 0 103 0 201 0 0 501 301 0 101 0 040 V 13 0 21 0 501 301 0 1C1 0 0
41 0 103 0 201 0 0 501 301 0 101 0 0
42 0 0 2.1 0 0 501 301 0 101 0 0
4 3 '3 " 2"2 502 5"'1 0 0 0 0
44 0 C 0202 0 0 502 501 0 0 0 04;5 0 0 0202 0 0 502 591 0 0 0 0
'6 3 90 0 202 .0 0 502 501 0 401 0 0
4 0 C 103 202 0 0 502 501 0 102 0 0
48 % 1: 3 272 0 " 52 501 0 192 0 11
49 3 0 103 292 0 201 5Q2 501 0 102 0 10150 : 0 103 0 201 503 502 0 102 0 0
51 r 173 3 201 503 5)2 0 102 0 0
5? , 504 0 1 3 0 201 503 502 0 102 I 401
53 0 0 0 103 0 201 503 502 0 102 0 3 134 n 0 10 0 0 503 502 0 102 0 0
5 3g 5'0C 0 1 03 0 0 503 502 0 102 0 056 . ' 2'3 n 3% 20'2 533 592 501 12 1)
57 0 213 0 0 0 202 0 5903 0 501 0 058 ' 2 03 0 0 202 0 503 0 501 0 0
59 2"3 C C 0 202 0 5?3 0 501 0 0
63 fn 0 0 .0 0 202 0 503 0 501 0 0
61 a 0 0 0 0 201 503 051l 0 0
62 0 506 0 0 0 0 201 503 0 501 0 10263 204 0 0 0 0 201 593 0 502 0 102
64 20 ~" 0 ' .2 1 201 0 5032 
65 3 204 0 233 0 0 0 201 0 502 0 0
66 0 204 0 203 0 0 201 0 502 0 0
67 1A4 r 2"3 c " 0 231 0 502 0 0
68 0 104 0 203 0 0 0 202 0 502 0 50160 0 13[4 203 0 0 504 202 0 0 0
7 0 104 0 203 0 0 504 202 0 503 0 0
71 0 0 0 203 0 0 504 202 0 503 0 0
72 02'4 ' C 5'5 534 0 503 0 0
73 0 0 0 204 0 0 505 504 103 503 0 0
74 0 0 0 204 0 0 505 504 103 503 0 502
75 I % 234 C 0 5:35 5'4 113 503 0 0
'6 i 3 194 2 e4 0 505 504 0 103 0 0
77 n 0 104 2,?4 0 ' 505 504 0 13 0 
78 0 0 104 204 0 203 505 501i 0 103 0 201
70 0 0 104 0 203 506 505 0 103 0 201
~2. r0 0 14 ' 0 203 536 5'5 0 103 0
81 ' 507 0 104 0 203 536 505 0 103 0 503
82 3 402 0 134 0 203 506 305 0 103 0 202
33 ^ 4.? 1 4 ? 5906 535 0 103 0 2024 '1 53 1. 0 l:U4 0 536 5"5 0 103 0 085 n 205 5 0 .204 5n6 595 5,4 103 0 0
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H36 ? 205 0 0 0 2C4 0 506 0 504 0 0
:?7 Q 205 r n 0 2? 4 0 506 0 504 0 0
F83 > 3'~ 2'q, c'5 2'0 r2 5^6 0 504 n 3
..19 1 0 4) 2 0 204 56 0C 504 0 0
0 ? q0 0 0 432 0 ( 2()3 506 0 504 0 0)1 > .t9 r ^ u~2 223 506 0 504 0 103
'i2 0 r )) : 2 0 0 203 596 0 505 0 103
']3 n 0 C 0 23 0 5r.5 
/0 1 3 Q 2)S 0 r 0 233 0 505 0 3
9S 0 0 0 2 5 0 0 203 0 505 0 096 , r, r 2 5 O 0 0 273 3 505 3 :
37 0 105 C 2 5 0 0 0 2Q4 0 505 0 504
98 . 1, 5 0 205 0 0 507 204 0 0 0 0
99 71% q T 2 25 0 4C 2 5 '7 2C4 0 506 0 0
1I 0 0 105 0 2 15 0 402 507 204 0 506 0 0
131 0 302 0 C 0 402 508 507 0 5..6 '0 
1 )2 0' 302 0 0 0 402 508 507 104 506 0 0
103 0 n 0 0 0 402 508 507 104 506 0 505
1 )4 ' ,r n 0 402 5 8 57 1 04 506 0 0
105 0 51. 0 Q 0 402 508 507 0 104 0 0
106 0 303 0 105 0 0 508 507 0 104 0 01 *7 ? 303 r 1^5 0 205 518 507 0 104 0 203
1 01 0 0 n 1 5 0 205 509 508 0 104 0 203
119 n 0. 0 105 0 205 539 598 0 104 0 0
110 0 0 0 105 0 205 509 50'8 0 104 0 506
111 0 0 0 105 0 205 509 508 0 104 0 204
112 n r. 0 0 0 5,9 50 8 104 0 204
113 0 0 0 0 302 50q 50R 0 104 0 0
114 0 0 0 0 0 302 509 508 507 104 0 0115 r r 0 302 n 5"9 n 507 0 0
116 0 C 0 0 302 0 50n 0 507 0 0
1 17 0 0 0 0 0 302 0 509 0 507 ) 0119 0 1 0 0 303 302 0 5O9 402 507 0 0
11ln ) o Q 0 333 302 2 05 509 4.02 507 0 0121 ^ '. ' 3^3 302 2?5 599 a )2 507 0 1C4
121 ' O 0 0 303 302 205 5?00 50P 402 0 104
122 ^ 0 0 0 303 302 510 235 0 508 0 0
123 C 0 0 303 510 205 0 508 0 0
12.4 I . 0 0 0 303 510 205 0 508 0 0
125 r , 0 303 51 235 0 508 0 n
126 0 0 0 0 0 303 0 510 0 59p 0 507
127 0 0 0 0 0 303 0 510 0 508 0 402
129 1 ^ r ,3 C 303 9 510 o 509 0 0
12n I 0 0 0 0 303 0 510 105 509 0 0
130 0 0 0 0 303 302 510 1 5 5Q,9 0 ?
131 3 0 0 0 0 303 302 510 105 509 0 0132 0? 0 0 0 0 303 302 510 105 509 0 0133 " r 0 ( . I 332 1 5 509 0 508
134 0 . 0 C 0 0 0 302 0 105 0 0
135 ' 0 0 0 0 0 0302 0 105 0 0
136 0 0 3 32 0 135 0 205
137 0 0 0 0 0 0 302 0 105 0 205
138 0 0 0 0 0 0 312 0 195 0 0
139 3 0 0 0 0 0 302 510 105 0 509140 0 . 0 1 0 0 303 302 510 105 0 0
141 n 3 f )3 3 92 510 105 0 0
142 0 0 0 0 303 510 105 0 0
143 0 O 0 0 0 303 510 105 0 0
14/s4  C ) n n ' 3'3 0 510 0 0
145 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 303 0 510 0 0
14'6 0 0 0 303 0 510 0 01 7 0 O 0 0 0 0 303 0 510 0 0
14 9 0 0 0 0 0 303 0 510 0 0
1 19 C 1 0 3"3 0 510 0 105
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 333 0 0 0 105
151 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0
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152 0 3 02
13 3' 0 0 ! f 0 O
1; 0 r 0 0 0 0 3 0
155 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 510
15G 0 0 0 0 0
157  r 3 0 0 3 0 3
1 5 0 O 0 0 0 015 q n 0 .0 0 , 0 0 .
15 ) 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
~1 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3O3
lr,1o.'0
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PROBLE!1 CATA: EX, MVPLE. 4
NO OF MACHINES: 6
TRAVEL TIMES BETWLEN MACIIINES: FRiOi1
T3 1 2 3 4 5
2 5
3 10 6
4 16 12 7
5 21 17 12 6
6 25 21 16 10 5
NO OF ITE;t TYPES: 5
ITEM TYPE NO RECD PROC. 'IIMES ON MC
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 5 4 6 0 0 10 2
2 5S 4 20 5 13 0 2
3 3 2 0 10 15 0 2
4 2 2 4 10 0C 4 1
5 6 3 0 5 8 10 1
PERIOD = 143 SLACK (J) 75 5 38 0 25 109
ITEM TYPE CR SP'. OTAKE
1 0 0
2 2 3 5
3 2 1 4
4 .3 1 3 5
5 1 1
R EACCH (MC, C N):
7 12 25 32 47
10 38 23 38
12 22 31
14 20
9
FIRST OPTIMAL SCH!.DUIE FCUND AFTER GENERATING8812 NODES:
2 3 1 1 5 4 3 2 5 2 5 2 5 1 5 4 3 2 1 1 5
T IME MC 1 MC2 MC 3 MC4 MC5 1C 6
1 0 0 0 C C O 0 O 0 0
2 0 201 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0
3 0 201 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 201 C 0 C 0 C 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 301 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
6 0 3C1 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 C 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 C201 0 0 0 0 0 0 C O.
11 0 C C 231 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 0 0 0201 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 3
13 0 0 0 201 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0
14 0 C 0 201 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 0 i 0 201 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 3
16 0 0 0 201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 0 0 0 201 0 301 C 0 0 0 0 0
18 0 C, 201 0 301 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 0 C 0 201 0 301 0 0 0 0 0 0
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20 0 0 C 201 0 301 C 0 0 0 0 021 0 0 01 201 0 301 0 0 0 0 0 022 0 C 0 2 01 0301 0 0 0 0 0 023 0 101 G 201 0301 0 C C 0 0 024' 0 101 C 201 0 301 0 0 0 0 0 025 3 101 0 201 C 301 C 0 0 0 0 026 ) 1 0231 0301 0 0 0 0 0 027 0 1 C2 0 201 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 028 0 102 0 201 C 0 C 0 0 3 0 029 0 102 0 201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 03) 0 102 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 031 CI 501 0 () 0 0 Q 0 0 032 0501 0 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 033 0 501 0 101 C 0 C 0 C 0 0 034 0 401 0 101 0 0 0 301 0 0 0 035 0 401 0 1-01 0 0 0 31 0 0 0 036 o 302 10 2 101 0 201 0 301 0 3 C 037 0 302 102 131 0 201 0 301 0 0 0 038 '4 0 202 0 102 0 201 0 301 0 0 0 039 0 202 0 102 0 201 0 331 0 0 0 040 0 2C2 0 1 02 0 201 0 301 0 0 0 0
41 0 202 401 102 C 0 0 301 0 0 0 042 0 0 401 102 0 0 0301 0 0 C C43 0 C 401 1 02 0 0 0301 0 0 0 044 0 0 0 401 0 501 0 301 0 0 C 045 0 0 0401 0 501 0 301 0 0 0 0
46 0 502 0 401 0 501 0 301 0 0 0 047 0 502 20 2 401 0 501 0 301 0 0 0 0
48 0 502 0 202 332 501 201 301 0 0 0 049 0 203 0 202 0 302 0 201 0 0 c0 50 0 203 0 202 0 302 0 201 0 0 C C51 0 2C3 0 202 0 302 0 201 0 0 0 052 0 203 0 202 0 302 0 201 0 0 0 353 0 0 0202 0 302 0 201 0 0 0 0
54 0 0 0202 401 302 C201 0 0 0 055 0 0 0 202 401 302 0 201 C 101 0 056 0 C 0202 401 302 501 201 0 101 0 0
57 0 0 0 202 401 302 501 201 0 101 0 l
58 0 0 203 202 401 302 501 201 0 101 0 C59 0 C 2C3 202 502 401 0 501 0 101 0 30160 n 2033 202 502 401 0 501 0 101 0 301
61 0 0 203 202 502 401 0 501 102 101 0 062 0 503 203 202 502 401 0C 501 102 101 0 063 0 503 203 202 502 401 0C 501 102 10.1 0 3
64 0 503 203 202 502 401 0 501 102 101 0 0
65 0 204 203 202 5C2 401 C 501 0 1 C2 0 066 0 204 203 202 502 401 302 501 0 102 0 367 0 2C4 2C3 202 502 401 0 302 0 102 0 068 0 20Q4 0 203 502 401 0 302 0 102 Q 069 0 0 0 203 0 502 0 302 0 102 0 201
70 0 0 0 203 0 502 G 302 0 102 101 20171 0 0 0 203 0 502 0 302 6 102 0 101
72 0 C 0 203 0 502 0 392 0 102 0 10173 ? 0 (0 203 0 502 0. 302 5C1 102 03 
74 0 0 204 203 0 202 0 302 501 102 0 0
75 0 0 204 203 503 202 0 302 0 501 0 076 5 0 204 203 503 202 0 332 C501 0 077 0 0 204 203 503 202 0 302 0 501 0 078 0 0 204 203 503 202 0 302 0 5C1 0 079 0 0 204 203 0 503 0 302 0 501 C 080 0 C 2C4 203 0 503 0 302 0 501 0 10281 0 0 204 203 0 503 502 302 4C1 501 0 1u2
32 0 504 234 203 0 503 0 502 401 501 0 083 0 504 204 203 0 503 0 502 401 501 0 034 0 504 204 203 0 0 C 502 401 501 0 0
s5 0 C 2C4 203 0 0 0 502 0 401 0 0
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36 0 0 204 203 C 0 2C2 502 6 4C1 0 087 0 0 204 203 0 0 202 502 0 401 0 08pr 0 C C 204 C 0 202 502 0 401 0 0839 0 0 0204 0 0 202 502 C 0 0 0
90 0 0 0 204 0 0 C 202 0 0 0 50191 0 0 0 234 C 0 503 202 0 0 0 0I2 0 0 C 2)4 C 0 503 2102 0 0 0 3G293 0 0 0 204 0 0 503 202 0 0 0 30294 0 0 0 2)4 C 203 503 202 C '0 C 4 0
95 0 0 0 204 504 203 503 202 0 0 C 096 0 C 0 204 5 04 203 503 202 0 502 0 0
97 0 0 C; 23 4 504 203 503 202 C 502 0 098 0 0 0 204 504 203 503 202 0 502 0 O99 0 0 0 204 0 504 503 202 0 502 0 01903 0 0 20:4 0 504 C 5)3 0 502 0 C101 0 103 0 204 0 504 0 503 0 502 0 01)2 0 103 0 204 0 504 0 503 G 5C2 0 0103 0 103 0 204 0 504 0 503 0 502 0 0
104 '4 0 103 C 204 0 0 0 503 0 502 0 0105 0 505 0 204 0 0 0 503 0 502 0 01 36 0 505 0 204' 0 0 203 503 0 0 0 0107 0 505 0 204 0 0 203 503 0 0 0 011)8 0 402 0 0 0 0 0 0 203 0 0 0 0109 0 402 C C 0 0 0203 0 0 0 01 10 0 303 0 103 C 0 0 203 0 0 C 202111 0 303 0 103 0 0 504 203 0 0 502 202
112 0 205 0 103 C 0 504 203 0 0 0 502113 9 205 0 103 0 0 504 233 0 0 0 0114 0 205 0 103 0 204 504 203 0 503 0 0115 0 205 402 103 0 204 504 203 0 503 0 C)116 0 104 0 402 0 204 504 203 0 503 0 C117 0 104 0 4032 0 204 504 203 0 5.03 0 0118 0 104 0 402 505 20'4 0 504 C 5C3 0 0119 0 104 0 402 0 505 0 504 0 503 0 .0
120 0 .0 0 0 C 505 0 504 0 503 0 0121 0 0C 205 0 505 0 504 0 503 0 0
122 0 C 0 205 303 505 0 504 0 503 0 0123 0 0 0 205 303 505 0 504 0 503 0 0124 0 0 0 205 0 303 0 504 0 0 0 0125 0 C 104 205 C 303 0 504 0 0 0 0126 0 0 104 23 5 402 303 0 204 0 0 0 0127 0 0 104 205 402 303 0 204 0 0 0 0
128 0 0 104 205 4C2 303 0 204 0 0 0 203129 0 0 104 295 402 303 0 204 0 0 503 2C3
130 0 C 104 205 402 303 0 204 0 0 0 503131 0 0 104 205 402 303 505 204 0 0 0 0132 0 105 104 205 402 303 505 204 0 504 0 C133 0 105 104 205 4 02 303 505 204 103 504 0 0134 ) 105 104 21)5 0 1102 505 204 1 3 5C 4 0 135 0 105 104 205 0 402 505 204 103 504 0 0
136 0 506 104 205 0 402 0 505 103 504 0 0137 O 506 104 215 0 402 0 505 103 504 0 0138 0 506 104 205 0 402 0 505 103 504 0 0139 0 0 104 205 0 402 03 505 103 504 0 j
140 0 0 104 205 0 402 0 505 103 504 0 C141 0 0 105 1 04 0 402 303 505 103 504 0 0142 0 0 1.)5 104 0 402 303 505 0 1 3 0 0.143 0 0 13)5 104 0 402 303 505 0 103 0 0144 1 0 105 104 0 0 0 303 0 103 0 3145 9 0 10 5 104 0 0 9 3)3 0 103 0 0
146 0 C 105 104 0 0 0 303 0 103 0 204147 0 0 0 105 0 205 0 303 0 103 504 204148 0 0 0 105 0 205 0 303 C 103 0 504149 0 C C 105 506 205 J 303 0 103 0 0
15) 0 0 0105 506 205 0 303 535 103 C 0151 0 C 0 1135 506 205 0 303 505 103 0 0
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152 0 0 C 115 0 506 9 303 0 505 0 0153 
- C 0 0 0 506 0 333 0 505 0 0
154 0 0 0 0 0 506 0 303 0 505 0 0
155 0 0 r 0 0 5C 6 0 303 0 505 0 C
156 0 C 0 0 0 506 0 303 402 505 0 0157 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 303 402 505 0 103
158 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 333 402 505 0 103
159 0 C 0 0 0 205 402 505 0 0160 3 0 0 0 0 295 4 '2 505 0 
161 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 205 402 505 0 0
162 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 205 0 402 0 3
163 0 0 C 0 0 ) 0 235 0 402 0 0
164 0 C C 0 0 0 506 235 104 402 0 0
165 0 0 0 0 C 0 506 205 104 402 0 0
166 0 0 0 0 0 0 506 205 0 104 0 C
167 0 C 0 0 0 0 506 205 0 104 0 505
168 0 0 0 0 0 0 506 205 0 104 0 0
169 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 506 0 104 0 303170 '* 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 506 105 104 0 303
171 , ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 506 105 104 0 402
172 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 506 105 104 0 0
173 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 506 105 104 0 0
174 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 506 105 104 0 0
175 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 506 105 104 0 C
176 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 506 0 105 0 0177 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 105 0 0
178 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1U5 0 0
179 0 O C 0 0 0 0 0 0 105 0 205
180 0 C C 0 0 0 0 0 0 105 0 205
181 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 105 01041 82 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 105 0 104183 0 0 C C G 0 0 0 506 105 0 0184 0 9 C 0 0 0 *) 5C6 1 5 0 01 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 506 105 0 -0
186 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 506 0 0187 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 506 C C188 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 506 0 0189 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0506 0 0lqO 0 C C C 0 0 0 0 0506 0 0
191 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 506 0 1051 92 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 506 0 105
193 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 506 0 0194 0 0 0 0 0 0 506 0 0
195 0 C C 0 0 0 0 0 506 0 0196 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0
197 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G 01 98 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0199 0 0 0 O 0 O ) 0 0 0 0
200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 506
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PROBLEM DrATA: LXA/MP'L -.
NO OF MACHINES: 6
TPAVEL TIMES BETWEEN MACHINES: FROM
T) 1 2 3 4 5
2 5
3 10 6
! 16 12 7
5 21 17 12 6
6 25 21 16 10 5
NO OP ITEM TYPES: 5
ITEM TYPE NO REQD PROC. TIMES ON MC
1 2 3 4 5 6
*4'
1 5 4 6 0 0 10 2
2 5' 4 20 5 10 O 2
3 3 2 0 10 15 8 2
4 2 2 4 10 0 4 1
5 6 3 0 5 8 10 1
PERIOD = 143 SLACK (J) 75 5 38 0 1 109
rT M TYPE CRSPR OTAKE
1 n 0
2 2 3 5
3 2 1 4
4 3 135
5 1 1
RETCH (MC, MC) :
7 12 25 32 47
10 38 23 38
12 22 31
14 20
9
NO SATURATED SCHEDULE rXISTS
1667 N3DES WERE GENEPATED
LONG.FST SATURATED PAPTIAL SCtIEDULE HAS 18 ITEMS:
2 1 1 5 5 3 4 2 5 2 1 1 3 1 3 2 5 4
rIME MC 1 M_2 MC3 MC4 MC5 MC6
1 0 201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' 0
10 0 0 0 201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 201 0 0 0 0 O 0 0
12 0 0 0 201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 0n 0 201 O n 0 O 0 0 0 0
15 0 0 0 201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 0 201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 0 0 0 291 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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1R O 0 0 201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 019 0 0 0 201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 02n 0  0 0201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 0 0 0 201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 022 ' 10n1 C 201 0 0 0 0 0 0 023 0 1 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 024 0 101 0 201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 I 1 1 I 201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 026 0 102 0 201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 027 0 102 0 201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 028 102 0 201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 029 0 102 0 201 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 03n 0 50 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 O O 031 0 5 01 0101 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 032 0 501 0101 0 0 011 0 0 0 0 033 3 50 2 0 10 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 034 0 502 0 1 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 035 0 502 102 101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 036 *4 0 301 102 101 0 201 0 0 0 0 0 037 0 301 0 102 0 201 0 0 0 0 0 038 3 40 1 00 12 0 201 0 0 0 0 0 039 0 401 0 102 0 201 0 0 0 0 0 040 0 202 0 102 0 201 0 0 0 0 0 041 0 272 0 102 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 042 0 2 02 0 1 02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 043 0 202 0 0 0 501 0 0 0 0 0 044 0 0 0 0 0 50 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
45 0 0 0401 0 501 0 0 0 0 0 046 0 0 0 401 502 50)1 0 0 0 0 0 047 3 0 0 401 502 501 0 0 0 0 0 048 0 0 0 401 301 502 0 201 0 0 0 049 , 0 0202 391 502 0 201 0 0 0 0
50 0 503 0 202 3 01 502 0 201 0 0 0 051 0 503 0 202 301 502 0 201 0 0 0 052 0 503 0 202 301 502 0 201 0 0 0 053 0 203' 0202 0 301 0 201 0 0 0 054 0 20(3 0 202 0 301 0 201 0 1 01 0 055 0 203 0 202 401 301 501 201 0 101 0 056 0 203 0 202 401 301 501 201 0 101 0 057 0 0 0 202 401 301 501 201 0 101 0 058 0 0 0 202 401 301 0 501 0 101 0 059 0 0 0202 401 301 0 501 0 101 0 060 0 103 0 202 401 301 502 50 1 102 101 0 061 0 103 0202 4 01 301 532 501 102 101. 0 062' 1 ?3 203 202 401 301 502 501 102 101 0 0
63 0 103 203 202 503 401 502 501 102 101 0 064 0 0 203 202 503 401 502 501 0 102 0 065 n 0 233 202 503 401 502 501 0 102 0 066 0 0 203 202 503 401 0 502 0 102 0 067 0 0 203 202 503 401 0 502 0 102 0 068 0 0 203 202 503 401 0 502 0 102 0 20169 0 0 193 203 503 401 0 502 0 102 101 20170 9 03 103 2n3 503 401 301 502 0 102 0 10171 0 0 103 203 503 401 301 502 0 102 0 10172 0 0 103 203 503 401 301 502 501 102 0 073 3 0 1,33 203 0 503 301 592 501 102 0 074 0 0 103 203 0 503 0 301 0 501 0 075 0 0 103 203 202 503 0 301 0 501 0 076 0 0 103 233 202 503 0 301 0 501 0 077 0 0 1 03 2 03 2 02 5 03 0 301 0 501 0 073 3 9 103 203 O 202 0 301 0 501 0 079 0 0 103 203 0 202 0 301 0 501 0 10280 0 104 103 203 0 202 0 301 502 501 0 10281 1 1^4 1"3 203 0 202 0 3101 502 501 0 082 0 104 103 203 0 202 0 301 502 501 0 083 0 104 103 203 0 0 0 301 502 501 0 0
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84 0 302 10 3 203 0 0 0 301 0 502 0 0
45 0 302 103 203 0 0 503 301 401 502 0 0
86 n 1" 3 203 0 0 503 301 401 502 0 0
87 0 0 103 203 0 0 503 301 401 502 0 0
88 0 0 103 203 0 0 503 301 401 502 0 0
89 0 0 104 103 0 0 0 503 401 502 0 501
90 00 0 104 1 03 0 0 202 503 401 502 0 0
91 0 9 1 4 103 0 ? 202 5 3 40)1 502 0 0
92 0 0 104 103 0 0 202 503 401 502 0 0
93 0 0 104 103 0 0 202 503 401 502 0 0
94 ) 105 1P4 103 0 0 202 5')3 0 401 0 0
95 0 105 0 104 0 203 202 503 301 401 0 0
96 0 105 0 104 302 203 202 503 301 401 0 0
97 0 105 0 104 302 203 0 202 301 401 0 0
0 303 0 104 302 203 0 202 0 301 0 0
99 ? 30 3 0 10- 4 302 203 0 202 0 301 0 502
100 0 204 0 104 0 302 0 202 0 301 0 0
101 0 204 0 0 0 302 0 202 0 301 0 0
102 '4 - 204 0 0 0 302 0 202 0 301 0 0
103 0 204 0 105 0 302 0 202 503 301 0 401
104 0 504 0 105 0 302 0 202 503 301 0 0
105 0 504 0 105 0 302 0 202 503 301 0 0
106 0 504 0 105 0 302 0 202 0 503 0 0
107 0 4n2 0 105 0 302 0 203 0 5.03 0 0
1 08 0 402 0 105 0 302 0 203 0 503 0 0
109 0 0 0 204 0 302 0 203 0 503 0 0
110 0 0 0 234 0 303 0 203 0 503 0 0
111 0 0 20 0 303 0 203 0 503 0 301
112 0 0 0 204 0 303 0 203 103 503 0 301
113- 0 0 0 204 0 303 0 203 103 503 0 0
114 0 0 402 204 0 303 0 203 103 503 0 0
115 i s 4 .2 2094 0 303 0 203 103 503 0 0
116 0 0 402 204 0 303 0 203 0 103 0 0
117 0 0 402 204 504 303 0 302 0 103 0 202
118 8 ^ 4n2 2? 4 504 303 0 302 104 103 0 202
119 0 0 402 2094 504 303 0 302 104 103 0 0
120 3 0 402 204 0 504 0 302 104 103 0 0
121 0 0 402 204 0 504 0 302 104 103 0 503
122 0 0 402 204 0 504 0 302 104 103 0 0
123 0 0 402 20 4 0 504 0 3Q2 1 04 103 0 0
124 0 0 402 20 4 0 504 0 302 104 103 0 0
125 0 0 402 204 0 0 0 302 104 103 0 0
126 0 C 402 204 0 0 0 302 105 104 0 0
127 0 0 402 204 0 0 303 302 105 104. 0 203
1239 0 4002 204 0' 0 303 3C2 105 104 0 203
129 o 0 0 402 0 0 303 302 105 104 0 0
130 0 0 0 402 0 0 303 302 105 104 0 0
131 0 0 0 402 0 0 303 302 105 104 0 103
132 0 0 0 402 0 0 504 303 105 104 0 103
133 0 0 0 0 0 0 504 303 105 104 0 0
134 0 0 0 0 0 0 504 303 105 104 0 0
135 0 0 0 0 0 204 504 303 105 104 0 0
136 0 0 0C 0 204 504 393 0 105 0 0
137 0 0 0 0 0 204 504 303 0 105 0 0
138 0 0 0 0 0 204 504 303 302 105 0 0
139 0 0 0 0 402 204 504 303 302 105 0 0
140 0 0 0 0 0 402 504 303 302 105 0 0
141 0 0 0 402 594 303 392 105 0 104
142 0 0 0 0 0 402 504 303 302 105 0 104
143 0 0 0 0 0 402 504 303 302 105 0 0
144 0 O n 0 0 402 534 303 3"2 105 0 0
1 45 0 0 0 0 0 402 504 303 302 105 0 0
146 0 0 0 0 0 402 504 303 0 302 0 0
147 0 0 0 0 0 402 204 504 0 302 0 0
1 4 0 0 0 0 0 402 204 504 0 302 0 0
143 0 0 O 0 0 402 204 504 0 302 0 0
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150 0 0 0 0 0 0 204 504 0 302 0 0151 0 0 0 0 0 0 204 504 0 302 0 105152 0 'e ( 0 0 0 204 534 0 302 0 105153 0 0 0 0 0 0 204 504 303 302 0 0154 0 0 0 0 0 0 204 504 0 303 0 0155 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2;4 0 303 0 0156 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 234 0 303 0 0157 0 n0 0 0 0 234 0 3 3 0 315 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 204 0 303 0 0159 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 204 0 303 0 302161 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 204 0 303 0 302161 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 204 504 303 0 0162 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 204 402 504 0 0163 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 204 402 504 0 0164 0 0 0 0 0 0 204 402 504 0 0165 0 :0 0 0 ) 0 0 402 504 0 0166 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 402 504 0 0167 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 402 504 0 30316R 
.. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 402 504 0 303169 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 402 504 0 01 7. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 402 504 0 0171 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 402 504 0 0172 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 402 0 0173 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  402 0 0174 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 402 0 0175 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 402 0 204176 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 204177 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 504178 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0179 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01V0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 81 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 402
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